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ABSTRACT

Passage Probability of Woody Debris Elements and Accumulations at I- and V-shaped
Rock Weirs

by
Kathryn Margetts, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2022
Major Professor: Dr. Brian M. Crookston
Department: Civil and Environmental Engineering

The transport and accumulation of driftwood or large woody debris (LWD)
in mountain streams is a natural part of catchment health and river connectivity. At
hydraulic structures, the presence of LWD may impact flow efficiency and influence
upstream water depth. LWD has been studied at a variety of spillways and weir types,
however, little is known about its interaction at rock weirs. This study investigated factors
affecting the passage of individual LWD elements and any LWD accumulations at rock
weirs, as well as potential impacts upstream of LWD accumulations through field-informed
scaled model testing. Observations of LWD at rock weirs located on the Blacksmith Fork
River, a mountain stream located in Utah, USA, were used to replicate I- and V-shaped
rock weirs in a large flume. The river response to rock weirs on the corresponding section
of the Blacksmith Fork River was also investigated using historic aerial imagery and field
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data. Approaches to LWD management typically prioritize either natural processes or
hydraulic structure safety and flow conveyance. A new hybrid approach should consider
both aspects for rock weirs in mountain streams.

(110 Pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT
Passage Probability of Woody Debris Elements and Accumulations at I- and V-shaped
Rock Weirs
Kathryn Margetts

The transport and accumulation of driftwood or large woody debris (LWD) in mountain
streams is a natural part of catchment health and river connectivity. At hydraulic
structures, the presence of LWD may impact flow efficiency and influence upstream water
depth. LWD has been studied at a variety of spillways and weir types, however, little is
known about its interaction at rock weirs. This study investigated factors affecting the
passage of individual LWD elements and any LWD accumulations at rock weirs, as well
as potential impacts upstream of LWD accumulations through field-informed scaled
model testing. Observations of LWD at rock weirs located on the Blacksmith Fork River,
a mountain stream located in Utah, USA, were used to replicate I- and V-shaped rock
weirs in a large flume. The river response to rock weirs on the corresponding section of
the Blacksmith Fork River was also investigated using historic aerial imagery and field
data. Approaches to LWD management typically prioritize either natural processes or
hydraulic structure safety and flow conveyance. A new hybrid approach should consider
both aspects for rock weirs in mountain streams.
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NOMENCLATURE
A

cross-sectional area of flow (m2);

b

bottom width of flume (m);

bi

effective crest length (m);

bBSF

bank full channel width of BSF River (m);

BSF

Blacksmith Fork River

Cd

Coefficient of discharge;

CO

Orifice coefficient of discharge;

CS

channel spanning debris element (perpendicular to flow);

D

diameter of LWD element (m);

d

diameter of a cylinder (m);

dBSF

diameter of stones at BSF rock weirs (m);

dm

diameter of stones used in model rock weirs (m);

DS

downstream of the rock weir;

D65

diameter for which 65% of the material is finer;

E

energy upstream of the weir (m);

Fr

Froude number;

Frdc

Densimetric Froude Number;

g

gravitational constant (m/s2);

H

total head above weir (m);

hmax

pool depth upstream of a weir (m);

hmin

pool depth downstream of a weir (m);

xiv

ΔH

change in energy head upstream to downstream (m);

L

length of LWD element (m);

l

length of the flume (m);

LBSF

length of BSF rock weir crest in 2021 (m);

Lc

length of weir crest (m);

Lr

geometric length ratio;

L2014

length of BSF rock weir crest in 2014 (m);

MI

middle of the rock weir;

P

average weir height (m);

P

LWD passing;

PBSF

average weir height of BSF rock weirs(m);

Q

flow rate or volumetric discharge (m3/s or L/s);

q

unit flow rate (m2/s);

qc0

unit critical discharge (m2/s);

S

bed slope;

SW

streamwise debris element;

Tw

top width of flow in flume for a given cross section (m);

t

time (min);

US

upstream of the rock weir;

V

total volume (m3);

V%

percent volume passing;

W

weight (kg);

xv
w

width factor (dimensionless) between BSF channel and model rock weirs;

y

flow depth or piezometric head of water upstream of the weir (m);

yc

critical depth (m);

γs

rock density (kg/m3);

γw

density of water (kg/m3);

Π

blocking probability;

ρ

density (kg/m3)

τ*c

Shield’s stress (N/m2)

INTRODUCTION
Rock weirs are hydraulic structures placed in rivers for a variety of purposes
including stream rehabilitation, fish passage, grade control, channel alignment, and
improved sediment processes (Puckett 2008; Rosgen 2001; Reclamation 2016). Rock weirs
may be placed in series to form a rock ramp, which directs a grade change that may act as
a natural passageway for fish (Fig. 1). The most generally accepted guidance on the design
of rock weirs has been cataloged by government issued design manuals (Aadland 2010;
Franklin et al. 2018; Reclamation 2016; USFWS 2019). Recommendations to practitioners
include construction guidelines and standard equations for calculating discharge.

Fig. 1. Examples of rock weirs including a) a V-Notch rock weir located in Blacksmith
Fork Canyon River, Hyrum, Utah (photo courtesy of K. Margetts) and b) a rock ramp
acting as a natural fish ladder in Rock Creek, Carbon County, Montana (USFWS 2005).
Common observations at rock weirs that may affect performance or adjacent river
sections include rock instability, foundation scour, sedimentation, or changes in channel
morphology, and the accumulation of woody debris. Studies on individual stone stability
and foundation scour have provided improved methods for design and construction of rock
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weirs (Pagliara and Palermo 2013a; b). Guidelines for predicting sedimentation and
incipient bedload motion at rock weirs have also been standardized by Reclamation (2016).
Although large woody debris (LWD) has been studied at several different hydraulic
structures (Vaughn 2020), current design guidance for rock weirs does not consider debris
accumulation and corresponding hydraulic effects to designers (e.g., Reclamation, 2016;
USFWS, 2019; Aadland, 2010).
Indeed, the value of LWD and log jams to river ecosystems has been recognized by
scientists seeking to improve watershed functioning (Gregory et al. 2003; Keller and
Swanson 1978; Wohl et al. 2019). LWD and log jams have been shown to provide a form
of natural cover and habitat for aquatic species (Le Lay et al. 2013; Roni et al. 2015; Wohl
et al. 2016), a source of storage for sediment and organic nutrients (Sutfin et al. 2021; Wohl
2020; Wohl and Scott 2017), and a control on hydrobiogeochemical processes
(Wilhelmsen et al. 2021). Conversely, the manual removal of LWD and riparian vegetation
can have severe consequences for channel stability and river ecosystems (Erskine and
Webb 2003; Webb and Erskine 2003).
At rock weirs, the impacts of LWD both negative and positive remain unclear.
Debris accumulation has been shown to cause backwater rise and result in poor hydraulic
performance at other channel-spanning structures, including labyrinth weirs (Vaughn
2020), piano key weirs (Pfister et al. 2013), and spillways (Bénet et al. 2021; Furlan et al.
2018; Swiss Committee on Dams 2017). At rock weirs, debris accumulations could
potentially result in poor conveyance or the regular need for repairs and maintenance. At
the same time, LWD and log jams support important physical and biogeochemical
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watershed functions. Rock weirs promote fish passage via pool-riffle combinations
(Martens and Connolly 2010) and are promoted for their sustainable design (Franklin et al.
2018; Ruttenberg 2007), however, LWD accumulation and watershed functions
specifically associated with rock weirs are poorly studied. Therefore, there is a clear need
to understand the effects of LWD passage and accumulation at rock weirs for appropriate
weir design and debris management.

Rock Weir Design
Rock weirs are typically constructed with broad, flat-topped rocks stacked or placed
together with some natural space between stones, often due to the rounded or irregular
shape of the rocks. Weir configurations are generally named for the shape of the structure
in plan view across a river section, as shown in Fig. 2 for a V-shaped rock weir. Other
common channel-spanning rock weir geometries include “alphabet” A-, I-, J-, U-, and Wshaped weirs either alone or placed in series (Puckett 2008; Rosgen 2001). Primary design
considerations include the weir location, the angle of the weir relative to the direction of
flow (typically 20-60˚) and inclination along the profile of the weir (2-7% slope), shown
in Fig. 2 (Rosgen 2001). Rock weirs should be placed in straight reaches roughly at the
midpoint of the channel (NRCS 2013). Current design standards for rock weirs also
consider the structural stability of individual rocks, the potential for unwanted scour, and
sedimentation or changes in channel morphology (Reclamation 2016; USFWS) 2019).
Rock weir stability is of concern during high flows, which may cause foundation
scour or increased drag on rocks leading to individual rock toppling and eventual failure of
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the weir altogether (Pagliara and Palermo 2013a). A common method used to mitigate the
potential for local and global structural failure includes placing larger boulders or piles at
the foot of a rock weir (Pagliara and Palermo, 2013a).

Fig. 2. Plan, cross section, and profile views of a V-weir.
Additional stability may be gained by placing footer stones at a level foundation
elevation, not inclined along the slope of the weir (in contrast with the inclined profile view
shown in Fig. 2) (Reclamation, 2016). Another option for improving stability involves
incorporating a layer of sediment (optionally covered with an impermeable material) on
the upstream side of the weir (Pagliara and Palermo 2013b). Increased rock weir stability
is also achieved when stones are tied firmly into the bank, rather than a (potentially
migrating) gravel bar (Reclamation, 2016).
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Stability may be best achieved by controlling scour, which is the most commonly
observed structural failure at rock weirs (Reclamation, 2016). Pagliara and Palermo
(2013a) identified two methods to support the foundation and stilling basin of a rock weir
to protect it from scour: protecting the downstream end with a layer or rip-rap or inserting
piles at the toe of the weir. For rock weir design, minimum footing depth is determined
using empirical equations for predicting scour (Reclamation, 2016).
Scour and sedimentation at rock weirs are typically the results of changes in channel
morphology (Reclamation, 2016). Rock weirs should be constructed to facilitate sediment
transport and promote navigation along the reach, including fish passage. This is
accomplished by ensuring the thalweg, or the deepest point in the channel bed, is at grade
with the existing channel (NRCS, 2013). If rock weirs are not properly constructed with an
understanding of channel dynamics, unwanted sediment transport and river meander or
widening may result (Reclamation 2016; USFWS 2019).
Studies on the effectiveness of rock weirs in channel stabilization or consistency of
flow patterns, sedimentation, and stream location over time have varied findings. One study
of two creeks with similar sized rock weirs but different sized catchments and sediment
loads found that the rock weirs in both cases failed to aid in channel stabilization due to
structural failures and abandonment of the design channel (Ball et al. 2007). The study also
acknowledged that the objectives of channel stabilization projects do not always align with
habitat improvement (Ball et al., 2007). This is evident in the Blacksmith Fork Canyon
River, where V-shaped rock weirs were the primary location for sediment deposition and
meander in the channel (Fig. 3). Sedimentation in Blacksmith Fork Canyon River may have
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been due to improper installation of rock weirs and a misunderstanding of stream meander
processes for the mountain stream, which experiences fluctuations in flow regime
controlled by snowmelt and irrigation diversions along the river.

Fig. 3. Blacksmith Fork Canyon Rock Weirs in (a) 2014 and (b) 2017. Sediment deposition
on the left side of the channel in (b) may be due to improper installation of rock weirs or
misunderstanding of river dynamics and morphology.
Hydraulics at Rock Weirs
Hydraulic performance of rock weirs is dependent on the placement and
arrangement of rocks, water velocity (total discharge), and site-specific hydraulic
conditions. The accumulation of woody debris may impact rock weirs similarly to other
hydraulic structures, by causing changes in total discharge and backwater rise upstream of
the weir.
Rock spacing and roughness impact the total amount of discharge at rock weirs.
Continuous rock weirs, with no intentional spaces between rocks, function as broad-crested
weirs with rough (natural) surfaces (USFWS, 2019). Porous rock weirs incorporate
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intentional spaces between rocks near the center of the channel to accommodate fish
passage (NRCS, 2013). Discharge at continuous rock weirs may be approximated using
the general weir equation (Eq. 1) (USFWS, 2019):

𝑄𝑄 =

3
2
𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑 �2𝑔𝑔𝑏𝑏𝐻𝐻 2
3

(1)

where Q is discharge, g is the gravitational constant, b is channel width, H is the
total head above the weir, and the coefficient of discharge, Cd, is a function of weir
thickness, rock roughness, total head, and flow velocity (USFWS, 2019). Due to the
potential for natural gaps between rocks, it may also be prudent to approximate discharge
below the weir crest using an orifice equation (Eq. 2) (Kupferschmidt and Zhu 2017; NRCS
2013):
𝑄𝑄 = 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 𝐴𝐴�2𝑔𝑔(ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 )

(2)

where Q is a function of channel area A, upstream pool depth, hmax, downstream
pool depth, hmin, and the coefficient of orifice discharge, CO, which is a function of weir
thickness, rock roughness, total head, and flow velocity, and may be approximated as 0.6
for rock weirs (Kupferschmidt and Zhu 2017).
Rock weirs are susceptible to overturning during periods of high flow and heavy
drag on the rocks potentially due to debris loading. Rock weir design guidance suggests
determining a critical discharge, or flow rate for which individual rocks begin to overturn,
by which to determine rock size and footing depth; typically a large flood event of 25 or
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50 years (Reclamation 2016; USFWS 2019). One calculation for unit critical discharge,
qc0, is given in Eq. 3 (Pagliara and Palermo, 2013a):

𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐0 = 0.257𝑆𝑆

−1.167

0.5
𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠
3
�𝑔𝑔 � − 1� 𝐷𝐷65 �
𝛾𝛾𝑤𝑤

(3)

where qc0 is unit critical discharge, S is bed slope, γs is rock density, γw is the density
of water, and D65 is the diameter for which 65% of the sample is finer. Eq. 3 also functions
as an effective design tool for determining the design D65 rock size for a rock weir based
on a given critical discharge.
Another method for determining hydraulic impacts on stability of rock weirs
involves using the Shields stress, τ*c, for incipient bedload motion (Reclamation, 2016).
Other research promotes the use of a critical densimetric Froude number, Frdc, which
accounts for the velocity of the water and consequent drag on particles to predict bedload
motion (Aguirre-Pe et al. 2003; Pagliara and Chiavaccini 2007; Pagliara and Palermo
2013a).

LWD Accumulation at Rock Weirs
Hydraulic structures, including rock weirs, may frequently entrap woody debris as
it migrates through a watershed (Fig. 4). This often leads to wood accumulation, or the
entrapment of multiple debris elements at a hydraulic structure. As previously noted, debris
accumulations are ecologically beneficial and help to maintain or restore natural river
functions that promote a self-sustaining watershed; the physical benefits of LWD are
promoted already within the river science community (Aadland 2010; Lester et al. 2006;
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Wohl et al. 2016, 2019; Wohl and Scott 2017). Manual placement of woody debris has
become a common mitigation/restoration strategy to address habitat loss due to extensive
wood removal, channel dredging, etc. (Cramer 2012; Erskine and Webb 2003; Lester et al.
2006; Wohl et al. 2016, 2019).
Natural functions associated with LWD accumulation and log jams include
provision of habitat for aquatic species, particularly cover for fish, increased habitat
complexity, and increased nutrient and sediment storage in the watershed (Gurnell et al.
1995, 2002; Sutfin et al. 2021; Wohl et al. 2019). Juvenile and rearing trout in particular
seek

cover

in

pools

near

boulders

and

LWD

(Andonaegui

2000).

River

hydrobiogeochemical processes are also driven by large-scale fluxes in LWD via input,
transport, and output of debris within the channel and catchment (Fig. 4) (Wilhelmsen et
al. 2021; Wohl et al. 2019). Although improvement of natural processes is not typically the
main reason for implementing rock weirs, those rock weirs where LWD has accumulated
have proven to be extremely beneficial for fish passage and habitat provision (Andonaegui
2000; Le Lay et al. 2013; Rosgen 2001). It is even becoming more of a common practice
to design rock weirs which include large, woody elements (Erskine and Webb 2003;
Franklin et al. 2018; Rosgen 2001).
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Fig. 4. Conceptual model of input, transport, storage, and output of LWD.
Alternatively, rock weirs may cause the accumulation of LWD to the point of
blocking a significant portion of the channel. This poses a risk both hydraulically and
ecologically. Significant debris accumulations can inhibit fish passage and cause structural
instability for rock weirs (USFWS, 2019). Yet little information is available in public
literature regarding the interaction of LWD and rock weirs.
The effects of LWD accumulation have been studied for a variety of hydraulic
structures including spillways (Furlan et al. 2018; Hartlieb 2014; Johansson and
Cederström 1995; Schalko et al. 2018; Schmocker 2017; Schmocker and Hager 2013;
Schmocker and Weitbrecht 2013; Swiss Committee on Dams 2017; U.S. Dept. of the
Interior 2020; Wallerstein et al. 1997), labyrinth weirs (Crookston et al. 2015; Vaughn
2020), piano key weirs (Pfister et al. 2013; Venetz 2014), ogee crest dams (Bénet et al.
2021; Furlan 2019; Stocker et al. 2021), and bridges (Ruiz-Villanueva et al. 2014; Schalko
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et al. 2020; Schmocker and Hager 2011; Wyss et al. 2021). However, the literature review
conducted thus far has produced no studies pertaining to LWD affecting the hydraulic
performance of rock weirs or any other natural material structures. A key remaining
research challenge for rock weirs is to assess the relative benefits and hazards of LWD
accumulation (Wohl et al. 2016) by identifying hydraulic thresholds that balance
conveyance/flow

dissipation

objectives

with

natural

benefits

and

subsequent

consequences. This is accomplished through a laboratory study which quantifies passage
probability of select LWD elements and accumulation batches and upstream effects of
debris blockage for two model configurations, I- and V-shaped. Debris, weir type, and flow
regime used in testing are based heavily on field observations of rock weirs located on the
Blacksmith Fork (BSF) River located in Hyrum, UT, United States.

Research Objectives and Questions
This study focused on the interaction between woody debris and consequences to flow at
rock weirs. Rock weirs impede natural stream connectivity and may lead to the
entrapment or accumulation of LWD. A physical model study was used to assess the
blocking probability of two rock weir configurations for individual debris elements and
three batches of LWD. The main objectives of this research are described as follows:
•

Examine the effects of rock weir installations in the BSF River and subsequent
river response, including effects to debris conveyance
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•

Note the effects to LWD passage probability attributable to LWD element and
batch configuration, total discharge (steady vs. unsteady flow), and rock weir
configuration (I- or V-shaped).

•

Quantify the upstream hydraulic impacts of LWD accumulations at rock weirs
in a manner that practitioners can use in design or assessment of rock weirs
which frequently store debris

Specific research questions to be assessed in completing these objectives include:
1. How did the rock weirs and corresponding section of the BSF River respond in
subsequent years to the flood conveyance project of 2013 (i.e., dredging and
rock weir installation)?
a. What changed between rock weir implementation and the present?
b. Do the rock weirs influence LWD conveyance?
2. What field observations can inform the laboratory study design on LWD
conveyance at rock weirs?
3. Which factors affect the transport (passage) or accumulation of individual LWD
elements and batches at rock weirs?
a. How does LWD element geometry and batch composition affect
passage at rock weirs?
b. How does the passage of LWD batches change during steady flows
versus unsteady flows (stepped hydrograph)?
c. Does rock weir geometry (I- or V-shaped) influence LWD
conveyance?
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4. What are the hydraulic impacts upstream (e.g., backwater rise) at rock weirs
due to LWD accumulations?
5. Can flow depth, specific energy, and/or Froude number, Fr, be related to
hydraulic performance of rock weirs where LWD has accumulated?
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DRIFTWOOD ACCUMULATION AND PASSAGE AT V- AND I-ROCK WEIRS IN
MOUNTAIN STREAMS

Abstract
The transport and accumulation of driftwood or large woody debris (LWD) in
mountain streams is a natural part of catchment health and river connectivity. At hydraulic
structures, the presence of LWD has impacts on total discharge and upstream energy. LWD
has been studied at a variety of spillways and weir types, however, little is known about its
interaction at rock weirs. This study seeks to determine what factors affect the transport of
LWD and potential upstream impacts of LWD accumulations at rock weirs through fieldinformed scale model testing. Observations of LWD at rock weirs located on the
Blacksmith Fork River, a mountain stream located in Utah, USA, were used to replicate
V- and I-shaped rock weirs in a large flume. The river response to rock weirs on the
corresponding section of the Blacksmith Fork River was also investigated using historic
aerial imagery and field data. Approaches to LWD management typically prioritize either
natural processes or hydraulic structure safety and flow conveyance. A new hybrid
approach should consider both aspects for rock weirs in mountain streams.

Introduction
Large woody debris (LWD) or driftwood in rivers is integral to river morphology
and ecology as the recruitment, transport, and accumulation or storage of woody materials
through a catchment can influence river flow fields and sediment transport, provide habitat
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and cover, and introduce organics through leaching, accretion and decomposition (see Fig.
5) (Gurnell et al. 2002; Ruiz-Villanueva et al. 2016; Wohl et al. 2016, 2019). The dynamics
of LWD transport in forested mountain catchments are illustrated in Fig. 6, including four
main stages: 1) input, 2) transport, 3) storage, and 4) output.

Fig. 5. Forested catchments (a) with large woody debris recruitment, (b) storage between
high flow events, and (c) in Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, USA (photos courtesy
B. Crookston).
Indeed, the value of LWD has been recognized by scientists in recent decades with
a focus on stream ecosystems (Gregory et al. 2003; Keller and Swanson 1978; Le Lay et
al. 2013; Wohl 2020; Wohl and Scott 2017). For example, field investigations conducted
in southeastern Australia indicate that the manual removal of LWD and riparian vegetation
from 1886-1995 had severe consequences to catchment vitality and channel stability.
However, the careful reintroduction of LWD promoted environmental health of the rivers
and catchment (Erskine and Webb 2003; Webb and Erskine 2003). The presence of LWD
also influences channel geomorphology and backwater rise with stored sediments creating
fertile floodplains (Daniels and Rhoads 2003; Gurnell et al. 2002; Keller and Swanson
1978).
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Fig. 6. LWD recruitment, transport, storage, and output within a mountainous catchment.
Manual placement of driftwood and large wood structures that mimic nature (i.e.,
nature-like structures) have been promoted within the river science community as a
mitigation and restoration strategy to address local scour, bank erosion, and habitat loss
due to urbanization, deforestation, or even wood removal or channel dredging, etc. (Cramer
2012; Kail et al. 2007; Lester et al. 2006; Roni et al. 2015; Rosgen 2001; Wohl et al. 2016;
Wohl and Scott 2017).
Nature-like structures made of other materials have also increased in popularity
including the many types of rock structures such as weirs, J-hooks, barbs, vanes, bendway
weirs, and rock ramps (Puckett, 2008; Rosgen, 2001; Reclamation, 2016). These have
been successfully implemented to aid in grade control, channel alignment and diversion,
bank and flood protection, dam removal and river restoration, fish passage, and habitat
formation (Puckett, 2008; Roni et al., 2006; Rosgen, 2001; USFWS, 2019). Of these
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structures, rock weirs are of particular interest to practitioners seeking an affordable and
sustainable way to influence river hydraulics while considering local river conditions,
natural processes and existing flora and fauna (Abbe and Montgomery 2003; Rosgen 2001;
Ruiz-Villanueva et al. 2016; 2016; USFWS 2019).
However, structures that influence flows in the river can be transport barriers. For
example, sediments and large volumes of LWD may be recruited and transported through
a river reach during infrequent flows or higher-magnitude floods (Badoux et al. 2015; Mao
et al. 2013; Wohl et al. 2019) thus introducing a potential safety hazard at in-channel
hydraulic structures such as spillways, weirs, and diversions. Specifically in wooded
mountainous catchments the interaction of woody debris and hydraulic structures is
inevitable, with potential concerns regarding driftwood blockage at the structure
compromising hydraulic performance and structural stability along with backwater rise and
flooding damage. This may be considered for all types of check dams, weirs, and grade
structures regardless of construction material (Gippel 1995; Puckett 2008; Rosgen
2001).This is evidenced by two main approaches to LWD management: 1) prioritizing
natural processes and 2) prioritizing river conveyance and hydraulic structure safety.
However, at the boundary of these two approaches a third hybrid or ‘balanced’ approach
is emerging, which considers both priorities in river engineering.
Efforts to prioritize river conveyance and structure safety are evident in field
observations of the original gated Linville Dam in North Carolina (Fig. 7a) and the newly
rehabilitated labyrinth weir on the Brazos River in Texas (Fig. 7b), which effectively block
the natural transport of woody materials. The Cape Fear rock ramp in North Carolina (Fig.
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7c) is an example of prioritizing natural processes as it sees some temporary LWD
accumulation (providing cover and habitat), which typically moves downstream during
high flow periods.

Fig. 7. LWD present at hydraulic structures (a) Linville Dam, NC, USA (b) Lake Brazos
labyrinth weir, TX, USA (photo courtesy Freese & Nichols, Inc.) and (c) Cape Fear Lock
and Rock Ramp, NC, USA (photo courtesy L. Aadland).
In addition to field observations, multiple scaled laboratory studies have focused
on the interaction of driftwood or LWD with various in-channel structures and specifically
wood passage probability and the potential for debris blockage or flooding at spillways
(Furlan et al. 2018; Hartlieb 2014; Johansson and Cederström 1995; Schalko et al. 2018;
Schmocker 2017; Schmocker and Hager 2013; Schmocker and Weitbrecht 2013; Swiss
Committee on Dams 2017; U.S. Dept. of the Interior 2020; Wallerstein et al. 1997),
labyrinth weirs (Crookston et al. 2015; Vaughn 2020), piano key weirs (Pfister et al. 2013;
Venetz 2014), ogee crest dams (Bénet et al. 2021; Furlan 2019; Stocker et al. 2021), bridge
decks (Schalko et al. 2020; Schmocker and Hager 2011), and bridge piers (Schalko et al.
2020; Wyss et al. 2021).
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Furthermore, laboratory studies have investigated the hydraulics of rock weirs and
sediment transport (Pagliara et al. 2012, 2014, 2020; Pagliara and Chiavaccini 2007), but
not on the interaction of rock weirs and LWD. Observations of LWD accumulation at both
small and large rock weirs and rock ramps has been documented (see Fig. 7); however,
design guidance for engineers does not consider LWD transport or accumulation and the
corresponding hydraulic impacts in terms of flow conveyance, backwater rise, or structural
stress. Improved cover is typically not a design objective of rock weir implementation in
the civil engineering community (Reclamation, 2016).

Research Objectives
Therefore, this study was conducted to aid practitioners in determining the
implications of LWD as an element in the structural and hydraulic design of rock weirs.
This study focuses on the influence of rock weir geometry, batch characteristics, and river
hydraulics (steady and stepped hydrograph flows) on LWD passage at rock weirs.
This was accomplished through scaled laboratory testing informed by a field study
of the Blacksmith Fork (BSF) River, which is a mountain stream located within the Great
Salt Lake Basin in UT, USA. Observations of the BSF included the response of the river
reach to recent dredging, placement of rock weirs, and the post-construction transport of
LWD.

The laboratory component focused on scaled models of flow and LWD

accumulations at I-shaped and V-shaped rock weirs, chosen to complement the rock weirs
observed in the Blacksmith Fork River and rock weir geometries commonly implemented
in rivers (Puckett 2008; Rosgen 2001). Traditionally, scaled hydraulic models are operated
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under steady-state conditions for a range of discharges (Novak et al. 2018; Task Committee
on Hydraulic Modeling, Environmental and Water Resources Institute, ASCE 2000).
However, this study included both steady (constant) and unsteady (i.e., change with time)
flow conditions to observe any hysteresis and flux effects on LWD movement.
Tests were designed to explore the effects of driftwood geometry and loading rate
(i.e., batches) on passage or accumulation and corresponding hydraulic impacts. Key
parameters measured in laboratory tests include effects of weir geometry, batch size, and
steady vs. unsteady flows on LWD passage. Use of organically shaped LWD is similar to
the approach used by Bénet et al. (2021), Pfister et al. (2013), Schalko et al. (2018), and
Schmocker & Hager (2011), who studied naturally shaped LWD at various hydraulic
structures.

The results of this composite study provide new insights regarding the

interaction of rock weirs with LWD and support the hybrid approach of balancing river
morphology and health with hydraulic structure performance.

Study Area: Rock Weirs on the Blacksmith Fork River
The field study was conducted at the Blacksmith Fork (BSF) River, which is a
mountain stream located in Cache County, Utah, USA within the Great Salt Lake Basin
and adjacent to the towns of Hyrum and Logan (Fig. 8). Geologic formations include
dolostone, dolomitic limestone and brown sandstone intraformational breccia, with
scattered springs and seeps (Williams and Taylor 1964).

The forested and largely

undisturbed catchment is dominated by willow, mountain alder and redosier dogwood at
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higher elevation; at lower elevation the riparian vegetation includes box elder, cottonwood,
and river birch (Walker et al. 2020).
The BSF includes USGS gaging station #10113500 (El. 1,520 m NGVD) with a
corresponding drainage area of 681 km2. This stream experiences periods of high and low
flows corresponding with snowmelt, dry summer months, and water diversions for
irrigation of local farmland; the USGS gaging station period of record is from 1899-2022
and catalogs several major flood events of about 28 m3/s or about seven times a typical
baseflow (Jain and Lall 2000). During high flow periods, the stream also transports large
volumes of woody debris and sediments (e.g., sand, gravels, and cobbles) (NRCS 2013).
Peak spring runoff (primarily from snowmelt and short duration storms) in the BSF
River is typically March-May followed by low summer flows (July-September), which are
exaggerated in the study reach due to an irrigation diversion to the Nibley Canal. In addition
to the USGS gaging station, a private stream gage (BTN) measures channel stage in the
BSF River at 15-min intervals via an unvented pressure transducer (Level TROLL 400)
located upstream of the study area (Fig. 8) (Alger et al. 2021). Flow immediately
downstream of the BTN gage is seasonally diverted to the Nibley Canal, which features a
second unvented pressure transducer (NC) to gage channel stage. Rating curves relating
channel stage to total discharge were developed by Alger et al. (2021) for the BTN and
NC stream gages based on manual discharge measurements over a range of flow
conditions.
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Fig. 8. Study area of Blacksmith Fork River located in Nibley, Utah, USA. The BTN stream
gage is located upstream of the rock weirs on the BSF and diverted flow is measured via
the NC gage. Rock weirs observed during field observations are numbered for reference.
Discharge measurements used in this study were collected from January 2018
through November 2021 (see Fig. 9). Total discharge in the study area of the BSF River
was estimated from the BTN Gage. Seasonal low flows in the BSF River during diversions
to the Nibley Canal were estimated by taking the difference between the BTN gage and the
NC gage. In recent years the Great Salt Lake Basin has been in a period of extreme drought;
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total seasonal flows in the BSF River from 2018 to 2021 are presented in Fig. 9, including
low summer flows exacerbated by streamflow diversion for irrigation (Alger et al. 2021).

Fig. 9. Daily average streamflow in BSF River Q (m3/s) from 2018-2021. The yellow
highlighted region identifies typical flow in the BSF between 1.25 m3/s ≤ Q ≤ 3.72 m3/s,
which covers the fall 2020 increase after low summer flows; flows scaled for use in the
laboratory investigation are outlined in red, and specifically reflect gage data from the fall
increase in discharge in 2020.
In the spring of 2011, extreme flooding and debris blockage at bridges along the
Blacksmith Fork River necessitated flood protection in the form of sandbags, pumping,
and even evacuation of some residences (Anderson 2011; Hisslop 2013; KSL.com 2011).
In ensuing years, rising concerns of flooding led the Natural Resources Conservation
Service (NRCS), Cache County, and Logan City to determine the need for more permanent
protection and erosion control in the form of rock weirs (i.e., prioritizing river conveyance
and hydraulic structure safety).
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In 2013, a 2 km reach of the river (see Fig. 8) adjacent to light development was
dredged of sediments and retrofitted with a series of 14 V-shaped or V-Notch rock weirs
along with sections of bank armoring via riprap, with a primary focus on flow conveyance
and structure safety (i.e., flood control, NRCS, 2013).
During periods of drought, the Nibley Canal diversion (Fig 8) can deplete stream
flow almost entirely along the study reach containing rock weirs. This can lead to stress
and mortality of fish (primarily Brown and Rainbow Trout) associated with low dissolved
oxygen (DO) and excessive stream temperature (Alger et al. 2021). Although periods with
extremely low to no flow influence the natural transport of LWD along the study reach, the
field campaign was able to identify the type of woody debris recruited, transported, and
stored in this forested mountain stream during dry conditions in the summer of 2021.
In the following section, the field campaign is discussed along with how field
observations informed the design of the Froude-scaled physical model, the rock weir types
and stones, and the selection of driftwood and discharges for investigation in the laboratory.

Methodology
This study included both field and laboratory components. The field investigation
took place in the section of the Blacksmith Fork (BSF) River previously outlined (see Fig.
8). The laboratory investigation was conducted in a large-scale flume located in the Utah
Water Research Laboratory (UWRL) at Utah State University (USU) in Logan, Utah, USA.
The primary purpose of the field campaign was to document the response of the BSF River
reach in response to dredging and rock weir installations in 2013 and observe the interplay
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of rock weir, discharge, and movement of LWD to inform the laboratory investigation.
The primary purpose of the laboratory investigation was to consider, under controlled
conditions, the passage and accumulation of natural woody debris elements and batches
for two rock weir configurations (V-shape and I-shape) for different debris loading
conditions under steady and unsteady flow conditions. Factors studied that are influential
in LWD transport included LWD element geometry, steady vs. unsteady (stepped
hydrograph) flows, and rock weir geometry (I-or V-shaped).
Field Campaign
Rock weirs and the presence of LWD in the study reach of the BSF River were
documented fall 2020 with returning excursions from summer to fall of 2021. Streamflow
data for the reach was collected upstream of the rock weirs at the private BTN gage, with
seasonal adjustments for flow diversions to the Nibley Canal (see Fig. 8). The BTN and
NC gages provided daily average streamflow for the period available from 2018-2021 (see
Fig. 9).
Field measurements taken at each rock weir included bankfull width, bBSF , an
estimate of the original rock weir length in 2014, L2014, current rock weir length taken
during the field campaign, LBSF, and stone dimensions including a stone diameter or width,
dBSF, and average rock weir height from the downstream side, PBSF (see Table 1).
Conditions of each rock weir and the adjacent river were also noted including any rock
weir stone displacement, local scour, deposition of sediments, any lateral river migration
and burial of rock weir sections, and the presence of driftwood.
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The field campaign also included installation of field motion-capture cameras (H45
Trail Camera, 16 MP resolution with infrared LEDs for nighttime) at rock weirs #7 and
#12 to document general LWD collection on weirs or movement not observed during field
visits. Cameras captured images at two-hour intervals for approximately 30 days, giving
insight as to how rising flow conditions following irrigation season affect the natural
transport of LWD. The field study referenced aerial imagery of the river reach pre- and
post-rock weir installation to estimate prior river conditions, the original configuration of
each rock weir, and the river response to dredging and rock weir installation.
Table 1. Rock Weir Geometry from select weirs in BSF Canyon and Flume
Weir #
7*
8
9
10
11
12*
Group
Average

Bank full
Channel Width,
bBSF (m)

Current Length
of Weir (2021),
LBSF (m)

Original Length
of Weir (2014),
L2014 (m)

Ave. Rock
Width,
dBSF (m)

8
10
15
14.5
13
14

17
10
15
14.5
13
14

20
15
20
20
40
30

1.10
1.02
1.06
1.02
0.95
1.13

Ave.
Downstream
Weir Height,
PBSF (m)
0.6
0.6
0.75
0.51
0.73
0.73

12.4

13.9
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1.04

0.65

* Indicates trail camera was installed for monitoring

Laboratory Investigation
Laboratory testing consisted of introducing predetermined LWD accumulations
(“batches”) across a flume by hand approximately 3 m upstream of a model rock weir.
Batch elements were introduced all together or within a few seconds of each other; once a
batch was entirely in the channel, time began at t = 0. Following debris introduction, the
total volume of LWD passing and increase in upstream energy over time were monitored.
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Tests were conducted for both steady and stepped hydrograph flow at I- and V-shaped
model rock weirs. All tests were repeated at least four times, however, further testing on
the repeatability of LWD passage at rock weirs may be necessary due to the variation in
natural shape and structure of both the weir and debris elements (Furlan et al. 2017).
Rock weirs
Field observations from the BSF River informed the scaling of model rock weirs
situated in a large flume. Two rock weir configurations (I- and V-shaped) were chosen
based on the original and current shapes of rock weirs observed in the BSF River. The
weirs were placed in the flume with the annular space between stones grouted to maximize
flow over the rock weirs as driftwood passage is sensitive to flow depths at the weir (Pfister
et al. 2013; Vaughn et al. 2021). Large stones were donated by a homeowner on the BSF
river and placed to approximate observed field conditions with a nonuniform crest
elevation; the V and I-shaped rock weirs had average heights P of 0.20 and 0.21 m and
crest lengths Lc of 2.63 and 2.53 m, respectively; the V-shaped rock weir had an angle of
approximately 60° to the side of the flume (see Fig. 10).
The flume used for the laboratory investigation portion of this study featured a
headbox and baffle system to provide uniform tranquil flows to the rock weirs. Backwater
was provided for a short reach downstream. The flume was trapezoidal in cross-section
with a bottom width b= 1 m, 2:1 side slope, and a total length, l of 3.6 m (see Fig. 10). The
laboratory channel cross-section was a notably different from the BSF, which is much
wider with natural banks and a movable bed; however, the laboratory setup allowed the
study of woody debris at a rock weir abutment and along a center section of a rock weir.
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Fig. 10. Experimental setup of (a) I-shaped rock weir and (b) V-shaped rock weir installed
in laboratory flume (photos courtesy K. Margetts).
Using Froude similitude and streamflow data (Fig. 9), steady-state flows were
selected, and a stepped hydrograph was developed (Table 2) representing an unsteady flow
condition. Discharge was measured using a magnetic flowmeter (±0.25%) calibrated per
ASTM standards. During testing of steady-state flows and the stepped hydrograph,
measurement of upstream water elevation (i.e., flow depth y) was taken using a piezometer
connected to a stilling well and point gage (± 0.15 mm). The upstream specific energy E
and total head above the weir crest, H (H+P=E) were calculated using these measurements
along with a detailed survey (±1 mm) of the flume, rock weirs, and a scan of the rock weirs
with an Intel® RealsenseTM D455 depth camera to estimate a representative weir height
(Bung et al. 2021; Grunnet-Jepsen et al. 2019). Data comparison is done in terms of E due
to the organic shape of the crest on each model rock weir.
Scaling via Froude similitude considered rock weir geometries observed in the field
and an estimated critical flow depth, yc, as the scaling length to maintain equivalent Froude
numbers, Fr, between field and model. Fr for a trapezoidal channel may be computed via
Eq. 4:
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𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 = 𝑄𝑄/�𝑔𝑔 ∗ 𝐴𝐴3 ⁄𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤

(4)

where Q is discharge, A refers to the cross-sectional area with a given flow depth,
y, and Tw is the top width of flow at the cross-section. When Fr=1 critical depth may be
estimated. Flows considered in the BSF were 1.25 m3/s ≤ Q ≤ 3.72 m3/s (Fig. 9). A channel
width difference of 12 between the BSF channel and the laboratory channel was also
included in computing equivalent model discharges such that the laboratory flume
represents a portion of the field channel width. The resulting geometric length ratio is Lr
= 3. This length ratio also allowed selection of stones with diameters dm for the model
rock weirs, which were also 3 times smaller than stones from the BSF. This scale factor is
large enough to cause minimal scale effects (Novak et al. 2018; Ettema, 2000).
Steady and Unsteady Flow Conditions
To investigate any hysteresis and flux effect on driftwood movement, laboratory
testing included fixed discharge or steady flows where a flow rate was set, the system was
allowed to stabilize, and only then were driftwood experiments performed. However, as
expected flows in the BSF fluctuated temporally and thus this study explored if driftwood
passage in the laboratory was also sensitive to changes in flow. Therefore, a gradually
increasing and decreasing flow rate (i.e., flows that were changed with time or unsteady
flows) were simulated by a stepped change in the supply piping, which at the weir is a
gradual increase in discharge, not an abrupt or sharp increase or decrease in discharge (see
Fig. 11).
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Specifically, the selection of flows for both steady flow and stepped hydrograph
conditions was based on observed flows in the BSF that the model could provide
(highlighted band in Fig. 9), including the specific period where discharge increased
beginning in September 2020 per the BTN stream gage data (noted within the red box in
Fig. 9 and detailed in Tables 2, 3). From the selected data, scaled steady flows with width
factor w = 12 and scaling ratio Lr = 3 were computed at 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, and 0.05 m3/s
corresponding to BSF flows of 0.90, 1.50, 2.10, and 3.03 m3/s. The similarity in height and
length between the V- and I-shaped weirs resulted in similar discharge characteristics at
both weirs, which maintained total upstream energy E within 0.018 m of one another, as
shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Flow measurements at V- and I-shape model rock weirs during steady flows Q
and average weir height and crest length.
I-Weir
Steady
Discharge (Q)

L/s
20
30
40
Weir Height,
P (m)
Weir Length,
L (m)

V-Weir

Upstream
Energy
E

Total
Head
H

Effective
Crest
Length bi

Upstream
Energy
E

Total
Head
H

Effective
Crest
Length bi

m
0.241
0.261
0.282

m
0.029
0.050
0.071

m
1.26
1.33
1.39

m
0.223
0.246
0.271

m
0.027
0.049
0.074

m
1.41
1.65
1.68

0.20

0.21

2.63

2.53

To develop the stepped hydrograph case, rounded statistical values (maximum,
minimum, average, and one standard deviation) of average daily flows during September
and October 2020 were used to create a synthetic hydrograph based on BSF flows. This
hydrograph was subsequently scaled by Fr and divided into a stepped hydrograph (Fig. 11)
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to facilitate manual flow changes during testing. Due to the variability in field data and
the near-field size of the model rock weirs, time was not scaled or adjusted but specified
based upon preliminary driftwood interaction with the I-rock weir. Note that the stepped
hydrograph reflects discharge at the control valve in the supply piping and some attenuation
and smoothing occurred in the headbox and rock weir channel and flow measurement at
the rock weirs was not feasible (i.e., an immediate increase in discharge and depth did not
occur at the rock weirs).

10

Time t, min

20

30

0.1
0.08

4.0

0.06
0.04

2.0

0.02

Scaled Flow, Q, m3/s

BSF Flow, Q, m3/s

6.0

0

0

0.0

Date (DD-M-YY)
BSF

Stepped Hydrograph

Fig. 11. Average daily measured discharge on the BSF river during fall increase in
discharge during September and October 2020 (see Fig. 9) shown with the model stepped
hydrograph scaled by Fr.
Model stepped hydrograph values are given in Table 3, which shows specific values
of discharge, Q, and corresponding measurements of critical depth, yc, area, A, and top
width, Tw, at the BSF river and the flume for eight indices which correspond to points in
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the hydrographs shown in Fig. 11. Scaling by Fr was intentional in preserving consistency
in the critical depth between the BSF weirs and the model. Further confirmation of scale
between the BSF and the laboratory portion of this study is given by the near linear
relationship between yc at the BSF weirs and the scaled model, which has an R2 = 0.97
(Fig. 12).
Table 3. Flow relationship between BSF River and Laboratory Model for Unsteady
Simulations.
Index
BSF River
Model Stepped Hydrograph
#
Q
yc
A
Tw
Q
yc
A
Tw
Fr
Fr
3
2
3
2
(m /s) (m) (m ) (m)
(m /s) (m) (m ) (m)
1

1.25

2

1.55

3

1.85

4

2.15

5

2.56

6

3.03

7

3.49

8

3.72

0.101 1.25 12.42 1.00 0.020 0.034 0.04 1.13 1.00
0.117 1.45 12.42 1.00 0.025 0.039 0.04 1.16 1.00
0.131 1.63 12.42 1.00 0.030 0.044 0.05 1.18 1.00
0.145 1.80 12.42 1.00 0.035 0.048 0.05 1.19 1.00
0.163 2.03 12.42 1.00 0.042 0.054 0.06 1.22 1.00
0.182 2.26 12.42 1.00 0.050 0.061 0.07 1.24 1.00
0.200 2.49 12.42 1.00 0.058 0.067 0.08 1.27 1.00
0.209 2.60 12.42 1.00 0.062 0.070 0.08 1.28 1.00

Scale Model yc (m)

0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

0.25

0.30

BSF yc (m)
Fig. 12. Comparison between yc for scaled flow and at the BSF River, with R2= 0.9724.
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Large Woody Debris
An important factor of the laboratory investigation was how LWD batch geometry
affected transport at V- and I-shaped rock weirs, including how the composition of a woody
debris accumulation influences wood passage or entrapment. Select LWD cataloged in the
Blacksmith Fork River informed LWD used in laboratory testing, which were selected as
natural elements with branches, nobs, curves, etc. and gathered at the UWRL adjacent to
the Logan River. LWD elements were similar in shape and size to logs or unbranched
elements used in studies of LWD blockage at bridge decks (Schmocker and Hager 2011)
and ogee crests (Bénet et al. 2021) and approximately five times larger than natural debris
elements used in studies at labyrinth weirs (Vaughn et al. 2021) and piano-key weirs
(Pfister et al. 2013). Excessive branching or irregularity in element shape, i.e., effective
diameter (Pfister et al. 2013; Schmocker and Hager 2011), was not considered in this study.
Elements with multiple branches or rootstock configurations could potentially exhibit
different impacts to upstream energy or flow conveyance (Schmocker and Hager 2011).
LWD was measured and classified by length and diameter (see Table 4).
Characteristic lengths L were measured (±1 mm) as the length along the longest part of the
main branch. The diameter D of LWD elements was calculated using digital calipers
(±0.01 mm) to measure diameter at three places evenly spaced along the main branch. Due
to the organic shape of the LWD elements, D does not represent the diameter along the
entire branch, rather, an average value is taken to be the characteristic diameter of the
branch. Characteristic lengths ranged from 45 – 150 cm and characteristic diameters ranged
from 1.5 – 6 cm. The density, ρ of each LWD element was calculated by taking a pre-
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soaked weight divided by volume, V. The weight scale accuracy was ± 0.001 kg. The
volume of each element was measured by displacement of water (water surface difference
accuracy ± 1 mm) in one of two large vertical measurement cylinders (d = 10.16, 15.24
cm).
LWD was grouped in length classes A-F and further grouped by element diameter;
after initial testing and field observations, it was determined that elements from classes B,
C, and D were best suited for use in accumulation passage tests. Measurements for these
classes are given in Table 4.
Table 4. LWD Elements by class with average volume, weight, and density.
LWD
Class

Length, L
(m)

Class B

0.5-0.74

Class C

0.75-0.99

Class D

1-1.49

Density,

Diameter, D
(cm)

Volume, V
(m3)

Weight,
W (kg)

1.5

1.09E-04

0.07

(kg/m3)
676.94

2
4
2
4
6
2
4
6

2.03E-04
5.15E-04
4.25E-04
8.56E-04
2.10E-03
4.49E-04
1.39E-03
2.64E-03

0.15
0.38
0.20
0.45
1.27
0.25
0.74
1.71

764.38
743.85
553.72
524.51
603.96
557.63
536.02
712.57

ρ

LWD was further grouped into three batches for laboratory testing: fine, medium,
and coarse (Fig. 13). Batch characteristics including element sizes were modeled based on
observations of LWD at the BSF rock weirs. The volume of each batch was consistent with
LWD loading observed in other mountain stream catchments and ranged from
approximately 0.003-0.007 m3/m2 debris V to unit channel area (Lester et al. 2006; Wohl
and Scott 2017). Total batch volume and median element volume increased from fine to
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coarse batches, with the fine batch having the smallest total volume V = 6.4E-3 m3 and the
medium and coarse batches having V = 8.4E-3 and 13.7E-3 m3, respectively. LWD batches
were formulated to include varying sizes of debris elements which could potentially act as
“key, racked, or loose” within the accumulation strucure (Abbe and Montgomery 2003).
Key elements are large enough to block smaller LWD which would otherwise pass over
the rock weir, while racked elements build up behind key elements and loose elements
might pass or become disloged from the total LWD accumulation (Abbe and Montgomery
2003).

Fig. 13. Model LWD sourced from the Logan River (a) fine, (b) medium, and (c) coarse
batches with elements labeled by class (photos courtesy K. Margetts).

Results
Observations of the Blacksmith Fork River, including monitoring of rock weirs and
LWD in the fall of 2020 and summer to fall of 2021 gave greater insight to the impacts of
in-stream structures in a mountain stream environment and the natural transport of
driftwood or LWD. Field observations informed laboratory testing on the passage of LWD
accumulations, which considered the potential for driftwood transport as a function of rock
weir geometry, LWD characteristics, and river hydraulics.
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Field Observations – BSF River
Following dredging and installation of rock weirs in 2013, a significant change in
the studied section of the BSF was observed. River response included lateral channel
migration, appreciable bedload during annual high flow periods, a decrease in channel
slope with upstream deposition and partial burial of rock weirs. Local scour downstream
of rock weirs and some instances of displaced rock weir stones was also observed. It is
uncertain the exact mechanism that destabilized the rock weir stones, but observations
support movement due to drag forces and local scour at the downstream base of the rock
weir. The role of driftwood accumulation was not conclusive, but any driftwood
accumulation would have increased drag forces on the structure.
BSF rock weir #5 at one year after installation (Fig. 14a) and five years after
installation (Fig. 14b) make it is clear that for this section of the BSF the channel migrated
to the north and east, cutting off the right abutment of the rock weir where it originally tied
into the left bank. A significant sediment deposit on the left side of the channel completely
blocks the left side of weir #5, so that it functions more as an I-shaped rock weir than the
original V-shaped rock weir. As of field observations in 2020, Weirs #1-6 are entirely
toppled and no longer functioning in their intended capacity, and weirs #7-12 are filled
with sediment deposits; historic aerial imagery supports that rock weirs have not been
resilient to changes in the BSF since around 2017 (Fig. 14).
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Fig. 14. Blacksmith Fork River rock weir #5 and side channel armoring in (a) 2014 and (b)
2017.
The BSF River rock weirs were observed during field excursions in the fall of 2020
and summer of 2021. All rock weirs had been affected by heavy upstream sedimentation,
many of which had native riparian grasses and shrubs present (see Figs. 14, 15a) from
periods of very low flows due to drought and upstream flow diversion for irrigation.
Sediment deposits were considered general channel aggradation with the bedload including
cobbles with d = 5- 20 cm along with small gravels and sands. Upstream deposition at weir
#9 (Fig. 15b) filled in gaps between rock weir stones and decreased the slope of the
channel. Downstream local scour was evident at weir #10, exacerbated by a man-made
hole at the left side of the channel (Fig. 15c). Rock toppling and sliding were evident at
rock weirs #1-6, and 10-12 (Fig. 15). Thus, from the field investigation the stability of
rock weir stones in the BSF was compromised from typical annual flows.
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Fig. 15. BSF rock weirs (a) weir #5 with vegetated sedimentation on the left bank and cutoff of a tie-in on the right bank; toppled rocks downstream (b) weir #9 shows deposition
upstream and between rocks (c) weir #10 displays local scour exacerbated by a man-made
hole and sliding rocks (d) weir #12 has large gaps between rocks (photos courtesy K.
Margetts).
LWD observed in the BSF reflected recruitment due to windstorms, bank erosion,
and beaver activity (see Fig. 6). Low or no-flow conditions during drought conditions in
the extremely dry summer of 2021 caused LWD to become stranded mid-channel or at rock
weirs where it had accumulated due to insufficient flow depths at the weirs relative to
debris dimensions (Fig. 16). LWD elements in the field ranged from 100 – 250 cm in length
and 3.5 – 18 cm in diameter.
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Fig. 16. LWD present at BSF rock weirs (a) LWD captured upstream of weir #12 in
summer 2021 (b) LWD caught at weir #12 during flow increase in September 2021 (c)
LWD caught at the left side weir #7 exposed during summer drought in 2021, with a 0.6 m
long pile driver for scale (photos courtesy K. Margetts).
During flow monitoring at weirs #7 and #12 (Fig. 16), cameras captured the
increase of flow and subsequent transport of LWD in the BSF from September to late
October of 2021. It is estimated that flow increased at these weirs to approximately 1.6
m3/s (Alger et al. 2021) at flow depths of approximately 0.15 m, mobilizing some driftwood
from channel banks. An accumulation of branches with d ≈ 1- 2 cm and L ≈ 50- 100 cm
was retained at the right of weir #12 on 27 October 2021 (see Fig. 16a, b). Weir #7 retained
previously stored LWD along the left side of the channel, including a large tree and several
smaller branches caught beneath it (see Fig. 16c).
Weir #12, which was located approximately 30 meters downstream of a unique
beaver dam, had the most year-round clogging of driftwood at the weir itself (Fig. 16a, b).
Most of this LWD was assumed to be recruited from the beaver dam itself, which is
composed primarily of channel cobbles with small volumes of woody debris (Fig. 17).
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Fig. 17. Stone beaver dam located approximately 30 m upstream of weir #12.
Scale Model Results
Laboratory testing of LWD focused on the influence of batch composition, weir
geometry, and total discharge on passage probabilities at the V- and I-shaped rock weirs.
The relationship between LWD accumulation from batches and backwater rise was studied
through flow characteristics (E and Fr) for steady discharge and stepped hydrograph tests.
For steady and unsteady flows, the difference in percent volume passing V% was measured
with time and as an average for each weir configuration and flow type. Effects of weir
geometry and total discharge on LWD passage were also considered for steady and
unsteady flows.
General observations
LWD batches introduced upstream of weirs in the test flume typically consolidated
into one or two main accumulations with interlocked branches with LWD accumulations
collapsing further when reaching the rock weir and as time elapsed, as illustrated in Fig.
18. Passage or clogging of LWD accumulations was largely dependent upon the location
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of a few key driftwood elements, often of the larger size in batch classes, which is similar
to field observations. More key elements were dislodged as discharge increased and thus
more total volume passed. This was true in general for increasing steady flows as well as
unsteady flow testing.

Fig. 18. Collapse of coarse batch LWD structure over time during a stepped hydrograph
test at (a) t = 3 min, 20 L/s, (b) t = 10 min, 30 L/s and (c) t = 21 min, 58 L/s.
The majority of LWD elements re-oriented to be parallel with flow as they moved
down the channel (Fig. 18). Batches tended toward the notches between stones, which were
lower than the average weir crest and thus had slightly increased discharge. Debris batches
would often catch at the diameter, on nubs or small knots on the upstream side of the rock
weir and collapse as individual elements either passed or became further entrapped at the
rock weir.
Accumulations of LWD caused backwater rise and corresponding increase of E
upstream of the model rock weirs. Backwater rise was considered in terms of upstream Fr
compared to specific energy normalized by critical depth E/yc and relative change in
upstream energy ∆E/Er. where Er is the reference specific energy prior to any driftwood
clogging on the weir and ∆E=E-Er. The effects of LWD accumulation on backwater rise
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for both steady and unsteady flows was described by polynomial functions shown in Fig.
19 and given in Equations 5 and 6 for I- and V-shaped rock weirs, respectively.
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Fig. 19. Relationship between energy, E, and critical depth, yc, and Fr during unsteady tests
for Fine, Med, and Coarse volume batches at (a) I-shaped and (b) V-shaped rock weirs.
𝐸𝐸
= 3024.4𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 2 − 380.52𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 + 17.121
𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐

𝐸𝐸
= 1152.4𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 2 − 206.91𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 + 13.769
𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐

I − shaped Rock Weir

(5)

V − shaped Rock Weir

(6)

The range of upstream Fr is narrow and the increase in backwater was about 15%
or less for the driftwood batches tested. The effects of LWD on relative energy ∆E/Er
during both steady state and hydrograph testing are presented in Fig. 20 for Fr <0.10. For
rock weirs, backwater rise as measured by relative energy was generally below 0.08 and
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lower for V-shaped rock weirs than for I-shaped rock weirs. Relative energy is consistent
with data collected at other hydraulic structures of interest, including labyrinth weirs.

Fig. 20. Relationship between relative energy and Fr during (a) unsteady flow tests and (b)
steady flows for Fine, Med, and Coarse volume batches at I-shaped and V-shaped rock
weirs.
Total LWD volume passage was also directly influenced by changes in relative
energy and increased for higher values of energy as illustrated in Fig. 21. Fine debris
batches passed more percent volume (V%) during flows with lower relative energy (∆E/Er
< 0.015) while coarse and medium debris required higher relative energy (∆E/Er > 0.02) to
pass more than 60% of total volume (Fig. 21b).
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Fig. 21. Relationship between relative energy, E, and Fr during (a) unsteady flow tests and
(b) steady flows for Fine, Med, and Coarse volume batches at I-shaped and V-shaped rock
weirs.

Steady vs. Unsteady Flows
Both weir configurations passed a finite volume of LWD during steady discharge
and stepped hydrograph tests, with no volume passing after 26 minutes during a 30-minute
test. Fig. 22 shows results of V% retained the I- and V-shaped rock weirs over time during
steady state and stepped hydrograph testing.

For steady-state tests, the duration of

driftwood that would temporarily catch on the rock weir and then pass were similar and it
is important to note that when testing natural debris elements an observation period is
beneficial as some elements may not immediately pass over the weir but with time will be
transported downstream. The role of weir geometry in plan also is evidenced for larger
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driftwood elements; more time elapsed for medium and coarse driftwood passage at the Ishaped rock weir compared to the V-shaped weir.
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Fig. 22. V% LWD Passage at I- and V-shaped rock weirs shown in blue and red,
respectively for (a) fine, (b) medium, and (c) coarse batches during steady flows with a
black dashed line indicating median V% retained and (d) fine, (e) medium, and (f) coarse
batches during unsteady flows.
During steady state testing, the majority of LWD passed over I- and V- shaped rock
weirs within 10 minutes (Fig. 22). As total discharge was increased in both steady state and
stepped hydrograph testing, there was an increase in total V% passing. Steady-state tests
showed a significant increase in V% passing between 30 and 40 L/s, averaging 34.5%.
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These flows are reflected in the hydrograph tests between 6 and 15 minutes, when the
majority of LWD passes at either weir type (see Fig. 22d, e, f).
Batch composition had a significant effect on LWD passage evidenced in the
increasing median values of V% retained for fine, medium, and coarse batches of 74%,
85%, and 100%, respectively. Additionally, the timing of LWD passage was most
consistent in the fine batch for both steady and unsteady flows (Fig. 22a, d), even between
I- and V-shaped rock weirs. Time to passage became increasingly variable in medium and
coarse batches, with some coarse debris entrapped for the entirety of steady flow and
hydrograph tests.
Results of average V% passing for each batch are given in Fig. 23, which shows the
same trend of increased passage from fine to coarse batch types under a given flow. In
general, the fine and medium batches passed a similar total V%, with a difference ranging
from 0.9-12.1% between V- and I-shaped rock weirs during steady state testing. Two
outliers include the fine and coarse LWD batches at the I-weir for flows of 20 and 40 L/s,
respectively (Fig. 23a); these batches did not pass an average expected volume of LWD.
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Fig. 23. Average V% passing and retained at (a) I-shaped and (b) V-shaped rock weirs at
constant flow rates of 20, 30, and 40 L/s.
During unsteady flow tests, average V% passing at the I-weir decreased consistently
from fine to coarse batch types, similar to trends observed in steady state testing (Fig. 24a).
However, unlike average results from steady flows, the V-weir passed a lower average V%
than the I-shaped weir for fine and coarse batches. Another inconsistency in the V-weir
results for unsteady flow was a 100% average volume passage for the medium debris batch
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(Fig. 24b). Additional testing of volume passage may be necessary for quantifying average
effects of batch composition and steady vs. unsteady flows for I- and V-shaped rock weirs.
Weir configuration did not lead to a significant change in the final V% of LWD
passing, likely due to the similarity in total weir length and height between the V- and Ishaped rock weirs (Lc =2.63, 2.53 m, P = 0.20, 0.21 m respectively), which in turn cause
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similar total E and H at steady discharge (see Table 2).
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Fig. 24. Average V% passing and retained at (a) I-shaped and (b) V-shaped rock weirs
during hydrograph testing.

Discussion
This study focused on the interaction of LWD at rock weirs in the BSF river (a
mountain stream) and replication of LWD accumulations and passage in a laboratory
setting. Rock weirs in the BSF river were in poor condition, with many buried in sediment
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and displaying toppled or sliding rocks. Discharge in the BSF is primarily driven by spring
snowmelt, leading to extreme discharge and mobilization of sediment beyond the normal
bedload during certain times of the year (see Fig. 9). High spring flows are the most likely
cause for rock toppling and sedimentation of the BSF rock weirs within a few short years
of installation (Fig. 14). The rock weirs overall lacked resilience to the extreme flows and
bedload movement present in the BSF River.
LWD observed in the BSF was largely caught upstream or on top of rock weirs
(Fig. 16). The presence of LWD likely increased drag forces at the weirs, however, it was
more likely spring runoff that caused most rock toppling at the BSF rock weirs. Debris
movement is of greatest concern during drought and dry periods, specifically during the
summer when flow is primarily diverted to the Nibley Canal. During these times, the BSF
rock weirs see little to no flow making the movement of woody debris highly improbable.
The lack of conveyance in the BSF also affects wildlife including fish which are typically
killed due to insufficient DO available with higher flow conditions.
Failed rock weirs such as those observed in the BSF River show signs of
downstream scour that destabilized stones connected with preferential flow paths in the
form of stone gaps or thalwegs in the river where rocks have toppled or slid. Sediment and
debris are transported primarily through these flow paths, and it is less likely for LWD to
be stored or provide cover at rock weirs with large gaps between rocks. Conversely,
designing rock weirs with a variable crest elevation may be useful in river systems where
there is a need to transport large amounts of LWD and sediment, such as the BSF River
where such crest geometries are also considered for fish passage and seasonal flows.
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Replication of natural LWD accumulations at I- and V-shaped rock weirs was
undertaken in a laboratory setting to observe LWD passage. Sediment storage and transport
was not considered in laboratory tests. A smooth flume allowed for results to focus on flow
characteristics upstream of the rock weir and at the weir crest without the effects of a
mobile bedload, as observed in the BSF River. The I- and V-shaped rock weirs installed at
the flume were composed of rocks and scaled by Fr to maintain critical flow depths. LWD
batch composition (fine, medium, and coarse) remained unchanged between tests.
Batch characteristics (total volumes) were based on debris observed in other
mountain streams (Lester et al. 2006; Wohl and Scott 2017). Diameter was the main
controlling factor in LWD passage, and elements with D ≥ 4 cm had the greatest greater
effect on total batch passage for steady and unsteady flows. Time also played a role in
debris passage, and most LWD elements passed within 10-15 minutes for a given steady
flow. In unsteady flow tests, the majority of LWD passed between 6 and 15 minutes or
during flows of 30 and 40 L/s. In comparing data from testing steady and unsteady
discharge scenarios, it is apparent that weir configuration has less an effect on LWD
passage than total discharge.
Practitioners are encouraged to focus on a balanced approach to prioritizing
structural safety and river conveyance while considering the natural processes of a given
river or watershed. The management of LWD is crucial to this balanced approach (Wohl
et al. 2016). Understanding the interaction between LWD and rock weirs in mountain
streams is a valuable tool for practitioners considering implementation of nature-like
structures. Flume tests conducted for steady and unsteady flows may have additional
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application to various catchments with rock weirs or other organic channel spanning weirs,
such as logs (see Wohl, et al. (2016)).
Data presented on LWD retention for steady flows and stepped hydrographs may
be used in determining passage rates for LWD with characteristics similar to the fine,
medium, or coarse debris batches for similar flow depths. Additionally, equations
presented for two rock weir configurations (I-weirs and V-notch weirs) are intended to aid
practitioners in determining effects of LWD accumulation to backwater rise in terms of
total upstream energy E and critical depth, yc, via Fr for subcritical flows.

Conclusion
This study examined the interaction of LWD at rock weirs in mountain streams
through field observations on the BSF river and a laboratory investigation of LWD
entrapment at of V- and I-shaped rock weirs. Specifically, the study aimed to answer
questions relating the passage of LWD at rock weirs to batch characteristics in terms of
element geometry and size, variation in flow between steady discharge and stepped
hydrographs, and I- and V-shaped weir configurations. Results of LWD impacts to
backwater rise were cataloged via upstream energy E and average head H at the rock weirs.
Findings at the BSF rock weirs include observations of heavy sedimentation and
rock toppling, likely caused by high spring flows; LWD did not appear to be a factor in the
toppling or sliding of the rock weirs. Scaled rock weirs and LWD used in laboratory testing
were modeled after those observed in the BSF River. The use of natural LWD together
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with rocks sourced from the BSF River for model weirs is novel in its application in large
flume testing.
The passage of LWD at model rock weirs was monitored based on LWD batch
characteristics, steady and stepped hydrograph flows, and rock weir geometry. LWD batch
composition (fine, medium, coarse) correlated with the total volume of LWD passing,
where passage decreased as median element size increased. Elements with D ≥ 4 cm had
the greatest effect on total batch passage and coarse debris was typically retained at either
rock weir configuration longer than medium and fine batches. Total V% LWD passing
increased with discharge, and the most passage occurred during stepped hydrograph
testing. Rock weir geometry did not appear to have a large effect on total V% LWD passing
in steady discharge tests, likely due to a similarity in discharge rates between the V- and Ishaped rock weirs. However, during stepped hydrograph tests, a higher V% LWD passed
the V- weir than the I-shaped weir.
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DRIFTWOOD BLOCKING PROBABILITY AND BACKWATER RISE AT I- AND
V-SHAPED ROCK WEIRS

Abstract
Driftwood or large woody debris (LWD) naturally moves and accumulates through
river reaches in wooded catchments, providing habitat, cover, and nutrients for river
ecosystems. However, this natural process is often inhibited by in-stream hydraulic
structures where driftwood is prone to accumulate. This may negatively alter local river
morphology, ecology, and compromise structure performance causing a safety and
maintenance issue. In this study, the interactions of naturally shaped driftwood at I- and
V-shaped rock weirs were investigated, with a focus on blockage probability for both
individual driftwood elements and driftwood batches under two conditions: steady-state
flows and simulated stepped hydrographs (unsteady).

The hydraulic effects of any

driftwood accumulations or blockage at each rock weir were also quantified. The steady
state results indicate that the interaction between driftwood and rock weirs is similar to
other weir types (labyrinth, piano key) in terms of backwater rise due to wood blockage.
Blocking probability for individual elements and debris accumulations decrease at higher
discharge for both steady flows and for the simulated hydrographs. Driftwood blockage is
controlled more so by element diameter than overall length, and fine batches with smaller
driftwood pass more readily than coarse batches. Despite different geometries, I- and Vshaped rock weirs retained similar volumes of driftwood during batch testing and for steady
state and simulated hydrograph tests.

The effects of driftwood geometry and total
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discharge (steady, unsteady) to backwater rise and rock weir performance are also
explored.

Introduction
The natural transport of driftwood (i.e., large woody materials from trees, etc.) in
river systems is often interrupted by the presence of hydraulic structures, including
spillways of various types, small check dams and diversion structures, rock weirs, gates,
and bridge piers (Fig. 25). For projects focused on public safety and flooding, the
probability of driftwood accumulation may be considered regarding potential impacts to
flow conveyance, structure stability, adjacent hazards and impacts from backwater rise,
and annual maintenance. Driftwood passage or blockage should also be fully considered
for stream restoration efforts where driftwood accumulation may be desired; this can
include various types of structures mimicking nature such as rock weirs. Rock weirs are
typically made of a series of large stones that span the width of the channel and are used
for grade control, channel alignment and diversion, bank and flood protection, fish passage,
river restoration efforts, and habitat development, including the formation of cover due to
the accumulation of woody debris (Puckett 2008; Roni et al. 2006b; Rosgen
2001).Independent of the structure type or purpose, the consideration of driftwood in
hydraulic engineering merits two perspectives: that of the river reach and that of the
structure (Abbe and Montgomery 2003; Rosgen 2001; Reclamation2016).
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Fig. 25. Driftwood present at hydraulic structures (a) Lake Brazos labyrinth weir, TX, USA
(photo courtesy Freese & Nichols, Inc.), (b) Blacksmith Fork River rock weir #7, UT, USA
(photo courtesy K. Margetts), and (c) Cape Fear Lock and Rock Ramp, NC, USA (photo
courtesy L. Aadland).

Rock Weirs
Rock weirs are run-of-river structures comprised of large, flat topped stones stacked
on larger footer stones which tie-in to either side of a channel. Rock weirs have been used
in stream restoration and fish passage projects to promote habitat along with lower velocity
sections and resting pools while maintaining flow conveyance (Puckett 2008; Rosgen
2001). Rock weirs have also been used as cost-effective structures in bank protection
efforts, channel realignment, grade control, drop structures, and dam removal (Roni et al.
2006; Rosgen 2001; Reclamation 2016).
Rock weirs may be implemented individually (Fig. 25b) or in series (Fig. 25c) and
come in a variety of shapes, often named for their form in plan view or their position in a
river. Some rock weir configurations include J-hooks, W-weirs, barbs, vanes, I-weirs, V
or U-weirs, bendway weirs, and rock ramps (Puckett 2008; Rosgen 2001).Primary design
considerations include river functions, attributes, morphology, and flow regimes followed
by the specific design of the rock weir,

which may include weir location within the
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channel, including any angled weir sections relative to the direction of flow (typically 2060˚), inclination along the weir profile (2-7% slope), stone sizing, inclusion of footer
stones, abutment connections, etc. as shown in Fig. 26 (Rosgen, 2001; NRCS, 2013).
Proper design of rock weirs must also consider the structural stability of individual rocks,
the potential for unwanted scour, sedimentation, and effects of driftwood accumulation
(Pagliara and Palermo 2013a; b; Reclamation 2016).

Fig. 26. Plan, profile, and cross-sectional views of a V-shaped rock weir.

Rock Weir Hydraulics
Hydraulic performance of rock weirs is dependent on the placement and
arrangement of rocks, water velocity (total discharge), and site-specific hydraulic
conditions. The accumulation of woody debris may impact rock weirs similarly to other
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hydraulic structures, causing changes in total discharge and backwater rise upstream of the
weir.
Rock spacing and roughness impact the total amount of discharge at rock weirs.
Continuous rock weirs, with no intentional spaces between rocks, function as broad-crested
weirs with rough (natural) surfaces (USFWS, 2019). Porous rock weirs incorporate
intentional spaces between rocks near the center of the channel to accommodate fish
passage (NRCS, 2013). Discharge at continuous (non-porous) rock weirs may be
approximated using the standard weir equation, substituting channel width for effective
weir crest length (Eq. 7) (Kupferschmidt and Zhu 2017; Thornton et al. 2011):

𝑄𝑄 =

3
2
𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑 �2𝑔𝑔𝐻𝐻 2
3

(7)

where Q is discharge, g is the gravitational constant, bi is effective length of the weir crest,
H is the total head above the weir, and the coefficient of discharge, Cd, is a function of weir
thickness, rock roughness, total head, and flow velocity (USFWS 2019). Values of Cd have
been reported between 0.6 and 1.5 for V-shape rock weirs (Kupferschmidt and Zhu 2017).
However, with the irregular crest due to the stones, care is needed in selecting a
representative crest elevation for computing H. Due to the potential for seepage through
the weir and the flow through natural gaps between stones, it may also be prudent to
approximate these portions of discharge; flow between stones (below the weir crest) has
been approximated in design as individual v-notch weirs or by using an orifice equation
(Eq. 2) (Kupferschmidt and Zhu 2017; NRCS 2013):
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𝑄𝑄 = 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 𝐴𝐴�2𝑔𝑔(ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 )

(2)

where Q is a function of channel area A, upstream pool depth, hmax, downstream pool depth,
hmin, and the coefficient of orifice discharge, CO, which is a function of weir thickness, rock
roughness, total head, and flow velocity but may be approximated as 0.6 for rock weirs
(Kupferschmidt and Zhu 2017). If more accurate rock weir hydraulics is required, physical
or numerical modeling may be explored.
Research Objectives
When project objectives include channel conveyance capacity or hydraulic
efficiency, accumulation of driftwood may be of concern at rock weirs during typical flows
or frequent storms, when river reaches may experience backwater rise and increased
flooding. Indeed, hydraulic effects of driftwood to various hydraulic structures have been
of interest to the hydraulic engineering community, with a number of studies focused on
spillways (Furlan et al. 2018; Hartlieb 2014; Johansson and Cederström 1995; Schalko et
al. 2018; Schmocker and Hager 2013; Schmocker and Weitbrecht 2013; Swiss Committee
on Dams 2017), labyrinth weirs (Crookston et al. 2015; Vaughn 2020), piano key weirs
(Pfister et al. 2013), ogee crest dams (Bénet et al. 2021; Furlan 2019; Stocker et al. 2021),
bridge decks (Schalko et al. 2020; Schmocker and Hager 2011), and bridge piers (Schalko
et al. 2020; Wyss et al. 2021). However, to the authors’ knowledge no laboratory study
focused on driftwood accumulation or blockage probabilities and corresponding hydraulic
effects on rock weirs has been performed.
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Therefore, this study provides an assessment of passage probability for individual
elements and batches of natural driftwood and corresponding hydraulic effects. This was
accomplished through laboratory testing of large-scaled testing in the laboratory. Major
study components include the effects of rock weir geometry by testing two types of rock
weirs, I- and V-shaped. River reaches also experience accumulation of naturally shaped
driftwood for steady-state flows and for hydrographs (unsteady); these aspects were also
simulated in the laboratory by using driftwood collected in the Logan River (Logan UT
USA) and based upon observations of rock weirs in the Blacksmith Fork (BSF) River
(Hyrum, UT, USA, see Fig. 25b). This study also specifically considered naturally shaped
debris elements and driftwood batches, similar to those used in the approaches of Bénet et
al. (2021), Pfister et al. (2013), Schalko et al. (2018), and Schmocker and Hager (2011) for
other structures. Testing driftwood batch passage for steady-state flows and synthetic
hydrographs provides additional insight on the effects of batch composition (fine, medium,
or coarse) in relation to driftwood passage at rock weirs. Finally, rock weir blocking
probability for individual LWD elements is compared with data from various weir types
and debris accumulation effects to head, H, and upstream energy, E, are presented for Iand V-shaped rock weirs to assist practitioners in the design or assessment of rock weirs
that may accumulate woody debris.

Methodology
Field observations of discharge and rock weirs located in the Blacksmith Fork
(BSF) River in Hyrum, UT were used to inform the construction of model rock weirs and
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natural LWD used in laboratory testing. Discharge in the BSF is monitored by USGS
gaging station #10113500 (El. 1,520 m NGVD) with a corresponding drainage area of 681
km2 in addition to private gages (BTN, NC) located downstream which provide more
accurate flow measurement to the BSF rock weirs (Alger et al. 2021; Margetts 2022). Data
from the BTN gage was used to monitor the increase in flow experienced by the rock weirs
in September and October of 2020 and subsequently scaled to fit the limits of the large
flume used in laboratory testing (Margetts 2022).
Testing took place in a large(5x6 m) flume located in the Utah Water Research
Laboratory (UWRL) at Utah State University (USU) (Logan, Utah, USA). The primary
purpose of the investigation was to consider, under controlled conditions, the probability
of passage or entrapment of driftwood and corresponding hydraulic effects as a function of
rock weir geometry, driftwood geometry, and batch composition for steady and unsteady
flow simulations. Testing included two rock weir configurations (I- and V-shaped) at
different steady flow rates. Individual element passage probability was augmented with
passage tests of debris accumulations or “batches” at both steady and stepped hydrograph
flows. Factors analyzed during blockage of individual driftwood elements and batches
included individual element geometry or batch composition, increasing steady discharge
and stepped hydrograph flow, and rock weir geometry (I- or V-shaped).

Experimental Setup
The flume used in testing included a large headbox and baffle system to provide
uniform tranquil flows to the trapezoidal channel and rock weirs. The channel had a bottom
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width b= 1 m, 2:1 side slope, and a total length of 3.6 m. Although the use of a fixed bed
in this study does not consider site conditions for rock weirs where bedload may be present,
it allowed for a focus on measurement of upstream specific energy E as an estimate of
backwater rise without the additional complications of bed morphology.
Model I- and V-shaped rock weirs were placed approximately 2.4 m from the top
of the channel, with the annular space between stones grouted to maximize flow over the
rock weirs. Stones used in weir construction were donated by a homeowner on the BSF
river and purposefully placed with a nonuniform crest elevation. For this reason, upstream
energy E is preferred over total head H for an estimation of backwater rise upstream of
each rock weir. The I- and V-shaped rock weirs were similar in size with average height P
= 0.21 and 0.20 m and crest lengths Lc = 2.53 and 2.63 m, respectively. The I-shaped weir
was placed perpendicular to flow in the channel, and the V-shaped weir was centered with
an angle of 60° between the upstream end of the weir and the side of the channel. Fig. 27
shows the setup of the I- and V-shaped weirs in the flume, with a short reach downstream
of each weir providing backwater.

Fig. 27. Flume setup with (a) I-shape rock weir (b) V-shape rock weir (photos courtesy K.
Margetts).
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Total discharge in the flume was measured using a magnetic flowmeter (±0.25%)
calibrated per ASTM standards, and measurement of upstream water elevation (i.e., flow
depth y) was taken using a piezometer connected to a stilling well and point gage (± 0.15
mm). Upstream specific energy E was derived from these measurements and information
from a detailed survey (±1 mm) of the flume and rock weirs. A scan of both weirs was
made using an Intel® RealsenseTM D455 depth camera (Bung et al. 2021; Grunnet-Jepsen
et al. 2019).
Steady and Unsteady Discharge
The model rock weirs were scaled based on measurements taken at the BSF rock
weirs using Froude similitude, or equivalent Froude numbers (Fr), and streamflow data
from the BSF River. When Fr=1 critical depth (yc) may be estimated and was thus used as
the scaling length between the BSF River rock weirs and the model rock weirs. Fr for a
trapezoidal channel may be computed via Eq. 4:

𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 = 𝑄𝑄/�𝑔𝑔 ∗

𝐴𝐴3
𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤

(4)

Where Q is discharge, A refers to the cross-sectional area with a given flow depth,
y, and Tw is the top width of flow at the cross-section. Discharge in the BSF River ranged
from 1.25 m3/s ≤ Q ≤ 3.72 m3/s during the Fall of 2020, representing a typical increase in
flow after summer low-flows (Margetts 2022). These values of discharge were scaled via
Fr to within the capacity of the flume between 20 L/s ≤ Q ≤ 62 L/s. Steady flows of 20,
30, and 40 L/s used in individual element and accumulation passage testing and later a
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series of flows was chosen for a stepped hydrograph based on the fall increase in the BSF
(Fig. 28). A width difference of 12 between the BSF channel and the flume was included
in computing model discharge, resulting in a geometric length ratio Lr = 3. With this ratio,
stones used in model weirs had an average diameter dm approximately 3 times smaller than
stones found in the BSF weirs. This large factor created minimal scale effects between the
model and the BSF River.

Fig. 28. Scaled hydrograph and steady flows used in flume testing.
Large Woody Debris
The geometry of individual driftwood elements was key to the laboratory
investigation of passage probability at rock weirs. LWD was locally sourced from the
Logan River near the UWRL and was purposefully chosen to include a variety of small
natural branches, nobs, curves, etc. LWD was measured and classified by length and
diameter (see Table 5) and additionally soaked for 30 – 50 min before testing to simulate
LWD transport within the channel. Measurements of (pre-soaked LWD) density and
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volume were taken for LWD elements used in batch testing (classes B, C, and D), with
average values for each size class given in Table 5. Density was calculated by taking a
soaked weight for individual elements on a scale with accuracy ± 0.001 kg and dividing
weight by volume measured by displacement of water surface (accuracy ± 1 mm) in one
of two large vertical cylinders (d = 10.16, 15.24 cm).
Table 5. LWD Elements classified by length and diameter.
LWD
Class

Length, L
(m)

Class B

0.5-0.74

Class C

0.75-0.99

Class D

1-1.49

Class E

1.5-1.69

Class F

1.7-1.85

Density,

Diameter, D
(cm)

Volume, V
(m3)

Weight,
W (kg)

1.5

1.09E-04

0.07

(kg/m3)
676.94

2
4
2
4
6
2
4
6
2
4
6
2

2.03E-04
5.15E-04
4.25E-04
8.56E-04
2.10E-03
4.49E-04
1.39E-03
2.64E-03
7.42E-04
1.93E-03
4.30E-03

0.15
0.38
0.20
0.45
1.27
0.25
0.74
1.71
0.41
1.03
2.27

764.38
743.85
553.72
524.51
603.96
557.63
536.02
712.57
607.37
538.70
526.22

4

-

-

-

ρ

6

For accumulation testing, elements from classes B, C, and D were grouped in fine,
medium, and coarse batches with increasing median element volumes in each class (Table
6, 7). These batches were selected to cover approximately 0.3-0.70% (m3/m2) of the
channel area extending 1 m upstream from either rock weir, with total volumes 6.4-13.7E3 m3. Due to the varying sizes and organic shape of LWD elements, it was anticipated that
some elements would act as “key” blocking elements and others would become racked
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behind them or become loose or dislodged from the accumulation (Abbe and Montgomery
2003).
Table 6. Batch and median element volumes
Batch
Type

Driftwood
Elements

Total
Volume, V

Percent Volume
of Channel,

Median Element
Volume, V

Fine
Medium
Coarse

#
16
10
8

(m3)
6.43E-03
8.39E-03
1.37E-02

(m3/m2)
0.33%
0.43%
0.70%

(m3)
3.89E-04
6.73E-04
1.70E-03

Table 7. Fine, medium, and coarse batch composition

# Elements B-1.5
Fine
3
Medium
Coarse

Number of Elements
Batch Composition (class-diameter)
B-2 C-2 D-2 B-4 C-4 D-4 C-6
3
2
2
3
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
3
2
2

D-6

1

Element and Batch Testing
Passage probability testing consisted of hand-introducing individual driftwood
elements from each class in a large flume approximately 3 m upstream of a model rock
weir (I- or V-shaped) and subsequently monitoring passage or entrapment of each element
at the rock weir for steady flows of 20, 30, 40, and 50 L/s (Table 8). Blocking probability
was calculated based on a minimum of 30 repeated tests completed for each LWD class
(see Table 5) to ensure 90% confidence blocking probability per Furlan et al. (2018).
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Table 8. Test matrix for individual driftwood passage.
Length Class, L (m)
B
0.50-0.74
C
0.75-0.99
D
1.0-1.49
E
1.50-1.69
F
1.70-1.85

Experimental Discharge Q
Diameter Class, D (cm)
2
4
20, 30
l/s
20, 30, 40, 50 l/s
20, 30, 40, 50 l/s
20, 30, 40, 50 l/s
20, 30, 40, 50 l/s
30, 40, 50 l/s
30, 40, 50 l/s
30, 40, 50 l/s
30, 40, 50 l/s
50 l/s

6
30, 40, 50 l/s
40, 50 l/s
50 l/s
-

Data collected during testing included the general direction of LWD elements
approaching the weir (streamwise or channel spanning), approximate position in channel
(left, right, or center), and general entrapment position on the weir (see Fig. 29) for
elements which did not pass.
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Fig. 29. LWD at I- and V-shaped model rock weirs entrapped with the majority of the
element (a, b) upstream, (c, d) mid-weir, and (e, f) downstream of each weir.
Blocking of LWD batches was analyzed by hand-introducing one of three
predetermined batch types (fine, medium, or coarse in composition; see Table 7)
approximately 3 m upstream of a model rock weir and noting the total volume of LWD
retained and increase in upstream energy E during steady (20, 30, 40L/s) and stepped
hydrograph flow scenarios at I- and V-shaped model rock weirs (Fig. 28). Note that
upstream Froude numbers for flows used in testing are quite low (Fr < 0.1), which render
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upstream velocity head negligible. Steady flows of 20, 30, and 40 L/s were used in batch
testing based on data collected from the BTN stream gage in fall 2020. Accumulation tests
were repeated at least four times in congruence with some other studies, however,
additional testing may be required for accumulation passage due to the natural shape of the
LWD and rock weirs (Furlan et al. 2017).

Results
Factors analyzed for an effect on the probability of individual LWD element
blockage include characteristic length and diameter of individual elements, increasing
steady discharge rates, and rock weir geometry (I- or V-shaped). Individual element
blocking probabilities are presented and compared to other weir types (piano-key,
labyrinth). LWD orientation and entrapment location statistics are included for reference.
For batch passage tests, the volume of LWD retained from fine, medium, and coarse
batches was studied at I- and V-shaped rock weirs during increasing steady flow rates of
20, 30, and 40 L/s and for stepped hydrograph flows. Hydraulic measurements and
estimations of the weir coefficient, Cd, are provided for model I- and V-shape rock weirs
from data collected during batch testing at steady discharge. Backwater rise due to LWD
blockage was additionally monitored via E and average head H above the weir crest during
batch testing.
Individual Element Blocking Tests
The probability of individual LWD entrapment (blocking) was influenced by
element diameter D more than element length L. This is evidenced by a steeper trend in
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blocking probability for D relative to upstream energy E at both I- and V-shaped rock weirs
(Fig. 30).
(a)
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Fig. 30. LWD blocking probability for rock weirs by element diameter and length relative
to upstream energy E.
Blocking probability trends by L and D relative to average H were consistent with
LWD passage data collected by Vaughn (2020) at labyrinth weirs (Fig. 31a, b) and data
collected by Pfister et al. (2013) for organically shaped LWD and rootstocks (Fig. 31a).
Tests completed at V-shaped rock weirs showed more uniformity in blocking probability
when normalized by average H than results from I-shaped weirs, as evidenced by scatter
in I-weir blocking probability observed in Fig. 31.
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Fig. 31. LWD passing probability by (a) element D relative to average H for rock,
labyrinth, and piano key weirs; (b) LWD element L relative to average H for I- and Vshape rock weirs and labyrinth weirs.
Total discharge at both rock weir configurations played a large role in determining
blocking or passage probability for individual elements, especially for large LWD elements
(D ≥ 4 cm). LWD elements from classes D through F, particularly with diameters D ≥ 4
cm, were more likely to become initially entrapped and act as “key” elements in future
LWD accumulations (Abbe and Montgomery 2003). Considering data from both rock weir
configurations, 61% of individual LWD elements with D ≥ 4 cm remained entrapped
during steady flows of 20 L/s while only 31% remained entrapped at flows of 50 L/s. For
test conducted at 40 and 50 L/s, blocking probability for individual elements decreased by
only 3% at the I-shaped weir and up to 15% at the V-shaped weir; thus, batch passage was
tested to a maximum steady flow of 40 L/s. For tests conducted at 20 and 30 L/s, elements
with L > 1.5 m from classes E and F approached or exceeded the effective crest length, bi,
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of either weir shape (Table 9) and typically remained entrapped, causing some outliers in
the dataset.
Rock weir configuration (I- or V-shaped) did not have a large effect on individual
LWD blocking probability during steady state testing from 20 to 50 L/s. This is likely
because of the similarity in H between the I-and V-shaped rock weirs, especially at steady
flows of 20 and 30 L/s, which saw the least passage overall (see Table 9). Subsequently,
the location of LWD entrapment at either weir type (see Fig. 29) was largely based on the
approach of LWD to the center, left, or right of the channel. Passage of LWD elements in
these locations was controlled primarily by the non-uniformity of the crest; LWD elements
passing the I-shaped rock weir tended towards the left and center while elements passing
the V-shaped rock weir tended to the right, as shown in Fig. 32.

Fig. 32. LWD element approach for I- and V-shaped rock weirs.
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The location of LWD element entrapment on the weir was also monitored. Fig. 33
shows the average distribution of blockage locations and passage for I- and V-shaped
weirs, as defined by LWD location upstream, downstream, or mid-weir from Fig. 29. Iand V-shaped rock weirs passed or entrapped debris in a very similar manner, with a 5%
maximum difference between average blockage at the middle of the weir (MI). Testing
further proved that LWD element passage increased at higher discharge during steady state
tests
(a) I-Weir

Downstream
Blockage
23%

Mid-Weir
Blockage
16%

(b) V-Weir

Debris
Passage
44%

Upstream
Blockage
17%

Downstream
Blockage
21%
Debris
Passage
48%

Mid-Weir
Blockage
11%
Upstream
Blockage
20%

Fig. 33. LWD blockage location and passage for (a) I- shape and (b) V-shape rock weirs.
The orientation of LWD elements in the channel as they approached the rock weirs
also played a key role in blocking probability. Fig. 34 shows the relationship between
blocking probability and LWD orientation (streamwise, SW, or channel spanning, CS)
while approaching I- and V-shaped rock weirs.
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Fig. 34. Blocking probability for I- and V-shaped rock weirs for elements oriented (a)
streamwise (SW) and (b) channel spanning (CS), or perpendicular to flow in the channel.
LWD elements oriented in a SW direction were more likely to control blocking
probability for either rock weir configuration, shown by a direct correlation between
overall blocking probability and SW blocking probability (Fig. 34). LWD oriented
perpendicular to flow in the channel did not have a strong correlation to overall blocking
probability, and CS elements were more likely to become entrapped even during tests with
low overall blocking probability, especially at the V-shaped rock weir.
Accumulation Passage Tests
LWD accumulations at I- and V-shaped rock weirs saw a decrease in blockage at
higher steady flow rates (i.e., larger values of E and H) in a trend similar to that of
individual element entrapment (Figs. 30, 31). Fig. 35 shows the average percent volume
V% of LWD retained from each batch at I- and V-shaped rock weirs for steady flows of
20, 30, and 40 L/s. In terms of batch composition, the coarse batch blocked more than the
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fine and medium batches with the exception of 40 L/s at the I-weir, where fine and medium
batches blocked more than the coarse batch. In general, there was slightly less blockage at
the V-shaped weir, likely due to weir shape or a slightly longer crest length Lc. However,
results of steady testing at 40 L/s were inconclusive, as the I-shaped weir passed a higher
total V% than the V-shaped weir for both medium and coarse batches. This inconsistency
is likely linked to the flow depth H at each weir type being similar (see Table 9) and to the
total number of tests done; more testing to prove the accuracy of the average V% retained
at I- and V-shaped rock weirs at steady flow rates is recommended.
Average V% retained decreases dramatically between steady flows of 30 and 40
L/s (Fig. 35) and is likely due to discharge surpassing a critical base-flow for which most
elements from the defined LWD batches pass. This critical flow puts a rough cap on
significant LWD blockage for elements from classes B, C, and D, and would likely apply
to LWD blockage at a larger scale in rivers.
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Fig. 35. Average V% passing and retained at (a) I-shaped and (b) V-shaped rock weirs for
constant flow rates of 20, 30, and 40 L/s.
LWD blockage typically decreased within the first 10-20 minutes of batch
introduction to the channel during steady discharge tests. Fig.36 shows the decrease in V%
retained for fine, medium, and coarse batches over time during steady discharge tests and
stepped hydrograph tests. Total V% retained decreases significantly as discharge increases
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between 30 and 40 L/s for steady flow tests; this is also reflected in hydrograph tests, which
show high passage rates at flows of 30-40 L/s for t = 6 to 18 minutes.

Fig. 36. Total V% retained over time for I- and V-shaped rock weirs during steady state
tests of (a) 20 L/s, (b) 30 L/s, and (c) 40 L/s and hydrograph tests for (d) fine, (e) medium,
and (f) coarse LWD batches.
Backwater Rise and Hydraulic Performance
Backwater rise was analyzed during steady discharge and stepped hydrograph tests
of driftwood batch blockage via changes in E and H above average weir height P (I-weir
P = 0.20 m, V-weir P= 0.21 m). Average values of E, H, and effective crest length, bi, are
included in Table 9 from data collected during steady flow rates with and without the
presence of driftwood blockage. The weir coefficient, Cd, was computed from these values
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using Eq. 7 and is included as a reference to changes in weir performance with and without
the presence of driftwood (Table 10).
Table 9. Upstream E, average H, and effective crest length, bi, for I- and V-shape model
rock weirs at steady flows Q used in testing (a) with no driftwood blockage and (b) with
driftwood blockage.
a. No Driftwood Blockage
I-Weir

V-Weir

Steady
Discharge
(Q)

Upstream
Energy
E

Total
Head
H

Effective
Crest
Length bi

Upstream
Energy
E

Total
Head
H

Effective
Crest
Length bi

L/s
20
30
40

m
0.241
0.261
0.282

m
0.029
0.050
0.071

m
1.26
1.33
1.39

m
0.223
0.246
0.271

m
0.027
0.049
0.074

m
1.41
1.65
1.68

b. With Driftwood Blockage
I-Weir

V-Weir

Steady
Discharge
(Q)

Upstream
Energy E

Total
Head
H

Effective
Crest
Length bi

Upstream
Energy
E

Total
Head
H

Effective
Crest
Length bi

L/s
20
30
40

m
0.247
0.269
0.286

m
0.036
0.057
0.074

m
1.26
1.33
1.39

m
0.232
0.256
0.279

m
0.035
0.060
0.082

m
1.41
1.65
1.68

As discharge increased, Cd also increased within a range of 0.5-1.1 for I-shape rock
weirs and 0.4-1.1 for V-shaped rock weirs. These values are in line with previous research
on Cd values for V-shape rock weirs, between 0.6 and 1.5 (Kupferschmidt and Zhu 2017).
When computing Cd for rock weirs and accounting for the presence of driftwood, there is
an increase in upstream pool depth and corresponding values of E and H above the average
weir crest. High values of E and H cause a decrease in weir conveyance, evidenced by an
average decrease in Cd of 17% at the I-weir and 24% at the V-weir. For model I-and V-
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shape rock weirs Table 10 shows estimations of the average Cd for I- and V-shape rock
weirs and percent change with and without debris from measurements taken before and
during batch accumulation testing at steady flow rates.
Table 10. Values of Cd at I- and V-shaped rock weirs with and without driftwood blockage.
No Driftwood
Blockage
I-Weir
V-Weir

With Driftwood Blockage

Percent Change in Cd

I-Weir

V-Weir

I-Weir

V-Weir

Steady
Discharge
Q (L/s)

Weir
Coefficient
Cd

Weir
Coefficient
Cd

Weir
Coefficient
Cd

Weir
Coefficient
Cd

% ∆C d

% ∆C d

20
30
40

1.093
0.682
0.515

1.086
0.567
0.401

0.80
0.56
0.48

0.74
0.42
0.34

27%
18%
7%

32%
26%
15%

The relative change in H from base flow, ∆H/Hr, was monitored during batch
testing and compared to upstream Fr for each flow rate. Changes to relative head, ∆H/Hr,
are equal to the same relative change in upstream energy, ∆E/Er, and are thus
interchangeable. Fig. 37 shows the change in relative head ∆H/Hr (∆E/Er) for driftwood
batches at I- and V-shaped rock weirs. Trends in values of ∆H/Hr are consistent with data
collected for debris blockage at labyrinth weirs for low Fr <0.1 (Vaughn 2020). During
steady state and hydrograph discharge (Fig. 37), ∆H/Hr increases as flow rate decreases.
This indicates that LWD has more of an effect on backwater rise during periods of low
flow, when debris is likely retained at the weir (see volumes retained at steady flow rates,
Fig. 35). Tests completed under scale hydrograph flow (Fig. 37b) exhibit more scatter in
Fr for corresponding relative backwater rise due to intermediate flow rates monitored
during the gradual increases in flow at the weir through the baffle system. In both steady-
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state and hydrograph tests, the V-shaped rock weir showed more consistent results (less
scatter) than the I-shaped rock weir.

Fig. 37. Relative change in head compared to upstream Fr for batch tests at rock weirs for
(a) steady flows and (b) scale hydrograph flows.
The effect of relative energy, ∆E/Er, on driftwood blockage at rock weirs was also
evident when compared to the volume of driftwood retained during testing. Coarse and
medium driftwood batches caused the greatest increase in relative energy (∆E/Er > 0.02),
while fine and medium batches typically saw less backwater rise, especially when <50%
of the total volume was retained at either rock weir (Fig. 38). This trend is evident in data
collected at both the I- and V-shaped rock weirs, with more scatter present in I-weir data
(Fig. 38).
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Fig. 38. Relative energy, E, compared to percent volume retained %V at I- and V-shaped
rock weirs for (a) hydrograph and (b) steady flow rates.
The relationship between E and the critical depth for a given flow at either rock
weir, yc, was additionally insightful in comparison with the corresponding Froude number,
Fr. Fig. 39 shows data collected at I- and V-shaped rock weirs for steady and hydrograph
tests of individual driftwood elements. Corresponding polynomial equations (Eq. 5, 6) are
provided for comparison and guidance in rock weir design.
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Fig. 39. Relationship between E/yc and Fr for fine, medium, and coarse driftwood batches
at (a) I- and (b) V-shaped rock weirs.
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Conclusion
Sustainable engineering should consider the structural, hydraulic, and ecological
balance necessary for a balanced river system. LWD is crucial to catchment health and an
understanding of its role at hydraulic structures, including rock weirs, is important for
responsible watershed management (Wohl et al. 2019). This study seeks to promote a
balance between stream conveyance and catchment health by examining the interaction of
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driftwood or large woody debris (LWD) at I- and V-shaped rock weirs. Methods included
conducting a controlled laboratory study on blocking probability of individual LWD
elements and batches as well as effects to backwater rise. Natural debris elements, model
rock weirs, and scaled discharge were based on observations of rock weirs in the BSF
River. Testing was performed for steady flow rates and a stepped hydrograph. Specific
results include data supporting the effects of LWD geometry, batch type, weir shape, and
steady or stepped hydrograph flow patterns on LWD blockage at rock weirs, as follows:
•

LWD is an essential part of catchment health via natural recruitment, transport,
and accumulation; understanding its role at hydraulic structures, including rock
weirs, is important for watershed management and promoting a balance
between stream conveyance and catchment health.

•

Use of organically shaped LWD and rock weirs in flume testing was important
in representing near-field conditions. Large-scale flume tests may represent
LWD passage and recruitment at a variety of catchments which incorporate
rock weirs or other organic channel spanning drop structures, such as logs
(Wohl et al. 2016).

•

Individual LWD element diameter has more bearing on blocking probability
than element length. LWD elements with D ≥ 4 cm and those oriented
perpendicular to flow (CS) were more likely to become entrapped at rock weirs
and potentially implement further debris accumulation.

•

LWD batch composition (fine, medium, coarse) correlated with the total
volume of LWD passed, where elements with D ≥ 4 cm have a greater effect on
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total batch passage and coarse debris generally retained (stored) at either rock
weir configuration while medium and fine batches pass most frequently.
•

Results of individual LWD passage probability tests and trends in backwater
rise during batch testing are comparable to studies done at other weir types,
including labyrinth and piano-key weirs (Pfister et al. 2013; Vaughn 2020).

•

As total steady discharge increased, LWD elements and batches were more
likely to pass over I- and V-shaped rock weirs. In batch testing, LWD blockage
decreased an average of 58.2% between low flows (20 and 30 L/s) and 40 L/s,
indicating a that there is a critical flow between 30 and 40 L/s for which most
LWD elements from classes B, C, and D or batches thereof will almost entirely
pass.

•

Rock weir configuration played less of a role in LWD passage than discharge
or element geometry. During individual blocking tests, LWD was retained at Iand V-shaped weirs at similar rates and in nearly identical locations on the weir
(see Fig. 33); in general, LWD elements were entrapped more on the US or DS
side of either weir than in the middle (MI) at either weir configuration. During
batch testing, the average V% passing was higher at the V-shaped rock weir
than the I-shaped weir for steady flows of 20 and 30 L/s and inconclusive at 40
L/s.

•

The weir coefficient Cd may be estimated for I-and V-shape rock weirs within
a range of 0.4-1.1. The presence of driftwood causes an increase in upstream
pool depth corresponding to a decrease in weir conveyance and therefore Cd
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values at both weir configurations. The average decrease in Cd due to driftwood
blockage was 17% for the I-weir and 24% at the V-weir (Table 10).
•

Trends in backwater rise at rock weirs during batch testing are comparable to
results from testing at labyrinth weirs (Vaughn 2020). Coarse and medium
driftwood batches caused the greatest change in backwater rise (∆E/Er > 0.02),
and most backwater rise occurred when >50% batch volume was retained at
either rock weir configuration (Fig. 38).

•

Equations presented for I- and V-shape rock weirs (Eq. 5, 6) are intended to aid
practitioners in determining effects of LWD accumulation to backwater rise in
terms of total upstream energy E and critical depth yc via Fr for subcritical
flows.
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CONCLUSION
Healthy incorporation of LWD at rock weirs includes understanding the structural,
hydraulic, and ecological balance necessary for a sustainable river system. LWD is an
essential part of catchment health via natural recruitment, transport, and accumulation.
Understanding its role at hydraulic structures, including rock weirs, is important for
watershed management and promoting a balance between stream conveyance and
catchment health (Wohl et al. 2019). This research examined the hydraulic impacts of
LWD at I- and V-shaped rock weirs through field observations of the BSF River in Nibley,
UT and use of a scaled laboratory study. Specific results include applications of field
observations to laboratory testing and data supporting the effects of LWD geometry, weir
shape, and steady or stepped hydrograph flow patterns on LWD passage or blockage at
rock weirs, as follows:
•

Rock weirs observed in the BSF river (mountain stream) were in poor condition
due to the river response to dredging, seasonal flows, and sediment transport;
LWD did not appear to be a factor in the toppling or sliding of the rock weirs.

•

Use of natural LWD together with an organically shaped rock weir, made with
rocks sourced from the BSF River is novel in its application in flume testing at
near-field scale conditions. Large-scale flume tests may represent LWD
passage and recruitment for a variety of catchments and mountain streams
which incorporate rock weirs or other organic channel spanning drop structures,
such as logs (Wohl et al. 2016).
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•

Individual LWD element diameter has more bearing on blocking probability
than element length. LWD elements with D ≥ 4 cm and those oriented
perpendicular to flow (CS) were more likely to become entrapped at rock weirs
and potentially implement further debris accumulation.

•

LWD batch composition (fine, medium, coarse) correlated with the total
volume of LWD passed, where elements with D ≥ 4 cm have a greater effect on
total batch passage and coarse debris generally retained (stored) at either rock
weir configuration while medium and fine batches pass most frequently.

•

Lower flows correlated with lower LWD passage rates, with the most passage
occurring during stepped hydrograph testing In batch testing, LWD passage
increased the most between flows of 30 and 40 L/s, indicating a that there is a
critical flow between 30 and 40 L/s for which most LWD elements from classes
B, C, and D or batches consisting of thereof will almost entirely pass.

•

Rock weir configuration played less of a role in LWD passage than discharge
or element geometry. During individual LWD blocking tests, LWD passed at Iand V-shaped weirs at similar rates. In general, LWD elements were entrapped
more on the US or DS side of either weir configuration than in the middle (MI).
In batch testing, the total V% passing was higher at the V-shaped rock weir than
the I-shaped weir for steady flows of 20 and 30 L/s and inconclusive at 40 L/s.
Hydrograph tests of LWD batches gave varying results of V% passing/retained
at both weir types for all batch configurations.
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•

Results of individual LWD passage probability tests and backwater rise during
batch testing are comparable to studies done at other weir types, including
labyrinth and piano-key weirs (Pfister et al. 2013; Vaughn 2020).

•

Trends in backwater rise at rock weirs during batch testing are comparable to
results from testing at labyrinth weirs (Vaughn 2020). Coarse and medium
driftwood batches caused the greatest change in backwater rise (∆E/Er > 0.02),
and most backwater rise occurred when >50% batch volume was retained at
either rock weir configuration.

When designing rock weirs, it is important to recognize the presence and potential
hydraulic impacts of LWD accumulation in the channel. Results from this study inform
practitioners on the probability of LWD accumulation and subsequent effects to hydraulic
performance at rock weirs. Specifically, the probability of element blockage and total
backwater rise during LWD accumulation was investigated at I- and V-shaped model rock
weirs. Trends in element blockage at rock weirs are similar to those observed at labyrinth
and piano-key weirs. Blocking probability is presented largely in non-dimensional values
based on flow (Fr) and element geometry (D/H, L/H) so as to apply watersheds and woody
debris elements of various sizes. Backwater rise for a given I- or V-shaped rock weir may
be computed from observations of the relationship between upstream energy E and Fr for
a given critical depth, yc, determined based on rock size and channel geometry using Eqs.
5 and 6. This research lays the foundation for future studies of naturally shaped woody
debris at rock weirs and other natural structures.
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